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IT'LL BE OBAMA VS. MCCAIN FOR PRESIDENCY
QUESTION FOR DEMOCRATS WILL BE WHERE HILLARY WILL FIT IN EQUATION
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Democratic presidential nomination his, Barack Obama reached out to mend fences with his defeated rival as Republican opponent John McCain tried to frame the fall
campaign on his own terms.
"I think he has exercised very bad
judgment on national security issues
and others," McCain said.
Hillary Rodham Clinton was
angling to become Obama's running
mate arid her aides ramped up the
speculation on that matter today. "I
think a lot of her supporters would like Inn fet WI
— $ee Pepe 2A
to see her on the ticket," Clinton campaign chairman Terry McAuliffe said.
But Obama spokesman Robert Gibbs
cautioned "there is no deal in the works."
Clinton has yet to acknowledge Obama's victory in the bruising
Democratic race and her aides -- also dodging that conclusion -said on the morning talk shows that she would take a few days to
decide what comes next for her.
Obama spoke by phone with her Tuesday night and both sides
predicted he and Clinton would sit down together before long.
"When the dust settles and it makes sense for her, he'll meet
whenever she wants to," Gibbs said. "She's accumulated a lot of
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Pension
task force
begins
working

MISD hears about
policy changes
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray Independent School
District officials are now studying changes in policy and procedure either mandated or recommended by state government or
education officials for the 200809 school year.
Superintendent Bob Rogers
provided copies of the changes
to board members during a
special-called
meeting
Tuesday saying the list is
particularly
lengthy
because of the
legislative session this year.
He pointed
out that some of the changes
would create challenges for the
district. "The ones on pages
marked legal are the ones we
have to do whether we want to
Of not and the one's misrked recommended are those the KSBA
School Boaids
(Kentucky
we
Association) suggests
adopt," Rogers said.
Rogers said most of the mandated changes affect school districts positively and negatively.
"They have changed the date
that we have to give an employee notice of employment for the
next year from April 30 to May
15," he said. "But on the other
hand, they said an employee ha.s
to give only 15 days notice
instead of 30 days before school
harts that they are going to quit.
So they gave us 15 days here,

but took away 15 days there."
Another mandated change
allows superintendents to hire
the principal in a low-performing school for the very first time
since the Kentucky Education
Reform Act was passed into law
in the 1990s. The move. when
conditions are met, would
bypass the authority of schoolbased decision making councils.
"Used to, the school council
hires the principals; no ifs, ands
or buts," Rogers said. "So now
they are saying if you have a
school that is not getting the job
done then the superintendent
can hire. Of course, that won't
affect us because we don't have
a low-performing school."
Unless a student is at a particular risk of infection, the
tuberculosis skin test is no
longer required during student
physicals.
Some recommended changes
have been proposed on a variety
of policies. One in particular
affecting MISD concerns the
charge of tuition and how it is
evaluated each year.
"Mat one was just a little
vague about the way it was
determined and how it's looked
at every year,- he said. "Our
board voted last year to set it
and we're not going to look at it
again until there is a need. We're
not going to automatically convene a committee unless we
think it needs to be changed. but
the way it was worded is this
committee had to meet every
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iERIC WALKER,Lecigei & Times
EASY gIDEFI: Twelve-year-o/d Ashley Brooks of South Fulton, Tenn., takes her horse, Ul
Bay, to; an easy stroll in the grass near the grandstands during last night's A F. 'Skeet'
Myers iiorse Show at tile Murray-Calloway County Fair.

Sports

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
As Kentucky's public employee
pension system lurches deepei
into financial difficulties, Gov.
Steve Beshear on Tuesday asked
a panel he created last week to
suggest solutions within the next
six months.
Beshear addressed the pension panel Tuesday at its first
meeting. asking for a final report
by Nov. i . Any legislative remedies that could preserve the
state's retirement system lot
public employees could then be
considered by the General
Assembly in 2009, Beshear said.
"All of us agree that we've
got a tremendous problem thaj
needs to be dealt with." Besheat
told the panel.
The state's retirement system. which cover benefits for
more than 445,000 people, face
an unfunded liability of more
than $26 billion. Without action.
lawmakers have said, the system
is facing an eventual financial
collapse.
Gov. Steve Beshear has
called on lawmakers to pass legislation this summer to tweak
the system. He says the plan
could save hundreds of millions
of dollars per year and preserve
the state's bond rating.
Beshear says he's willing to
call the legislature into a special
session later this month if lawmakers can agree on a plan
before then
Acting this summer would
save the system's unfunded liability from increasing about
$500 million per year, Besheat
said. Local governments and
school districts could also see
combined savings of about S56
million in the nest fiscal yea!
that starts on July I. Beshein
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Clinton
open to
VP nod

Former
up for t

NEW YORK
AP) —
Angling for a vice presidential
nod, Hillary Rodham Clinton
refused to bow out of the
Democratic race Tliesday, hoping to maintain leverage as
Barack Obama clinched the delegates needed to secure the
party's nomination.
"A lot of people are asking,
'What does Hillary want?"
Clinton told supporters at a rally
in New York. "I want what I
have always fought for: I want
the nearly 18 million people
who voted for me to be respected and heard."
Clinton told the crowd she
would consult in the coming
days with advisers about the fate
of her moribund candidacy. But
her remarks came hours after
she told congressional colleagues she would be open to
joining ()barna as his running
mate.
Many of her top supporters
spoke openly of Clinton's
presidential
potential vice
prospects. Lanny Davis, former White House special counsel under President Clinton, said
he told the former first lady
Tuesday that he was initiating a
petition to press Obama to select
her for the second spot on the
ticket. He said Clinton did not
encourage or discourage the
step.
"If he doesn't have her, I
think he can still win. With her
on the ticket, he can't be beat,"
Davis said.
Clinton's national finance
chairman, Hassan Nemazee,
said he was also pushing an
Obama-Clinton ticket. claiming
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Democratic presidential hopeful Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton,
0-N.Y., addresses supporters dunng a South Dakota and
Montana pnmary night event Tuesday in New York. Thought
Clinton did not concede defeat to her hval, Barack Obama,
she spoke about the vice presidential spot on his fall ticket.
that together they would be able
to raise $2(X) million to $250
million for the general election.
Advisers indicated earlier
Tuesday that the former first
lady would publicly acknowledge in her speech that Obama
had crossed the delegate threshold. But she changed her mind
and refused to do so even after
television networks and The
Associated Press declared the
Illinois senator had sealed the
nomination.
Her advisers said they considered the delegate numbers to
be unreliable, even as the AP
estimated Obama had several
more than the 2118 needed to
nominate. Earlier, Clinton
acknowledged on a conference
call with New York lawmakers
that the delegate math was not
there for her to overtake Obama,
according to several participants

on the call.
She said none of that publicly
but vowed the
Tuesday
Democratic Party would unite in
its effort to defeat Republican
John McCain in November.
Clinton won South Dakota's
primary Tuesday. while Obama
won Montana's. The two contests rounded out a historic five'
month primary battle that pitted
the first major black candidate
against the first serious woman
contender.
The South Dakota victory,
which was unexpected, gave
Clinton an excuse to buy more
time to consider options, her
advisers said.
On the conference call with
New York colleagues, Clinton. a
Ness York senator, said she
would be willing to become
Obama's running mate if it
would help Democrats win.
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Itiornal Format with presestatioss taking place at 4:30 aral 4:00 p.m.
This meeting is the third and final meeting to provide the public the opportunity to view and comment on the
final bridge alternatnies for the design and replacement of the US-68 Bridges, Eggnees Ferry Bridge over
Kentucky Lake at Aurora and the Lawrence Memorial Bridge over Lake Barkley at Canton Representatives of
the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet and their consultants will be available to answer questions Handouts,
containing information about the project, comment sheets and displays will be available at the ineetng. The
public will also have the opportunity to participate in an electronic polling exercise to solicit input en these final
bridge atternahves at 4-30 and 6.0)PM
This meeting will focus on the final four bridge type alternatives that have been identified This will be the final
meeting for you to voice your opinion on bridge type preference, aesthetes and design Folkaving this round
of meetings. the final four bridge alternatives will be forwarded to the Bridge Type Selection Committee for
selection of the final bridge type
Written arid oral comments will be accepted during the meeting. Written comments will be accepted. and information made available, up to 15 days after the meeting at the Distnet One office address listed below. Written
and oral comments from this meeting will become part of the official record for the project Once compiled.
the meeting record will be made available for review and copying only after an Open Records Request has been
received and approved All open Records Requests must be submitted to the Office of Legal Services. Transportation Cabinet Office Building, 200 Mero Street, Frankfoet. Kentucky 40622

AF
Democratic presidential candidate, Sen. Barack Obama, D-III., and his wife Michelle wave to
supporters at a primary night rally Tuesday in St. Paul, Minn.

•Obama vs. McCain ...
From Front
votes throughout this country. We want to make
sure that we're appealing to her voters."
On the final night of the primary season,
Clinton won South Dakota on Tuesday while
Obama took Montana — and a slew of party
superdelegates who declared their support to help
him clinch the nomination. He did it. according to
The Associated Press tally, based on primary elections. state Democratic caucuses and support from
superdelegates.
It took 2,118 delegates to clinch the nomination at the convention in Denver this summer, and
Obama had 2,144 by the AP count.
Pennsylvania Gov. Ed Rendell, a dogged
Clinton supporter, recognized the brutality of the
arithmetic. "I am the last of the Mohicans, but it is
over," he said.
But after all of Obama's struggles to win over
white blue-collar workers and older voters who
flocked to Clinton, Rendell said he remained "a
little wary" about the Illinois senator's prospects.
"Senator Obama is an exciting candidate, he's
smart as a whip, he's got the backbone," he said
on CNN,"but he's got some work to do, no question about it."
Obama and Clinton were both back in
Washington today to address the national conference of the American Israel Public Affairs
Committee.
The primaries behind them. Obama and

McCain were drawing the battle line for a fall
tight that will make history with the election or
either the oldest first-term president in McCain or
the first black commander in chief in Obania. In
speeches marking the start of the general election.
both maneuvered for the advantage with voters
sour on the status quo. Both were competing
beyond their party's base. too.
"The key to winning the election is independ
ent voters and Democrats as well," McCain said in
an interview shown this morning on ABC's -Good
Morning America." Even so. he said "I don't think
so" when asked on CBS whether he'd pick a
Democrat as his running mate.
In St. Paul, Minn.. Obama, 46, ceded no
ground on the reformer mantle and cast McCain
as a continuation of the unpopular President
Bush's eight-year tenure.
"My differences with him are not personal.
they are with the policies he has proposed in this
campaign," he said Tuesday."Because while John
McCain can legitimately tout moments of independence from his party in the past, such independence has not been the hallmark of his presidential campaign."
The campaign is the first in half a century in
which neither a sitting president nor a vice president is running for the highest office, and the first
since 1960 in which a senator will assume the
White House. A fragile economy and an ongoing
Iraq war, as well as matters of age and race, serve
as a backdrop.
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The Lake Bridges Project Team encourages community members to participate in the Bridge Type Selection
Process by attending the meeting and contributing suggestions In addition to providing input in person at the
Open House, individuals may address written comments arid learn more about the project at the Lake Bridges
Project Web site - war lakelaridges corn
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Murrayan charged
with elder abuse

kIUtlIckihiBriel
Former Ky. Gov. Patton
Op for higher ed slot
FRANKFORT, Ky (AP) •- Former Gov Paul Patton is among a
group of canUidates being considering for the Kentucky Council on
Postsecondary Education.
The (Looisvitlei COurief-jOufilal reports that the form-or governor
la among nine people whose names are on a list Mat has been sent
to Gov Steve Beshear for consideration There are three openings
on the panel, which serves as the coordinating body for Kentucky's
public universities
Among other things, the panel is responsible for approving the
Public universities' tuition rates

Police say man was stabbed
over parking space
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) — Police in Newport said a man was
charged with felony assault after stabbing another man over a park
wig space
The man charged is 20-year-old Jerry Lin of Cincinnati.
David Clark, also of Cincinnati, told police he was backing into a
space in a parking garage near the Ohio River on May 23. when
another driver pulled up on his bumper and refused to back up
The men got out of their cars arid Clark told police Lin attacked
The report states that when Clark's family members noticed his
back was bleeding. Lin lied
Clark was treated at a hospital for two stab wounds.
Police located Lin s vehicle elsewhere in the garage and arrested
him when he returned to it finding a knife in his pocket.

EKU president gets extension
Beard of Regents has

LOUISVILLE. Ky (AP) — The Kentucky
extended the contract of Eastern Kentucky University President
Doug Whitlock
When Whitlock was appointed last year, he received a three-year
contract to lead the university in Richmond.
The Regents extended his deal by a year on Monday, running it
through July 2011.
Whitlock is 64.
He said after the vote that he enjoys what he's doing and looks
forward to continuing longer in his post
EKU also has seven regional campuses.

III Task force
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Staff Report
A Murray man was
arrested on charges of eldei
abuse Monday afternoon
after the Murray Police
Department irr.estigated
complaints from the victim.
According to a Murray
Police Department press
release, William Gordon,
34, was the live-in caregiver for his grandmother.

Charlotte Barker. 78, ci
Murray.
investigation
The
ievealcd that Baikei 's
movements in her home
were restricted by her
grandson.
Gordon was lodged in
the Calloway County Jail
and was released Tuesday
after posting 10 percent of
his bond.
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•Policy changes ...
From Front
Of course, the mandated or
recommended changes affect
Calloway County Schools as
well. But Calloway Public
Information Coordinator David
Dowdy said this morning that
none of the changes are expected to affect classrooms adversely.
Other mandated changes
require:
ai principals to notify parents
if their child is involved in bullying another student.
a the hiring of a qualified
math or science teacher for the
classroom if a certified teacher
cannot be found in declaring
emergency certification; a move
almost all school districts across
the state must do every year
•all new school buildings be
designed and constructed with

energy efficiency in mind.
a an interstate agreement
concerning the education of military children who must move
from state to state during
parental assignments.
"I think that was mainly
designed for those schools
around Fort Knox and Fort
Campbell because there are so
many active duty folks moving
around,- Dowdy said. "It allows
for those kids to have an easier
transfer so we can take those
kids in and start them and let
their records catch up with
them.-

• declared bus No. 9403 as
surplus property. The district is
hoping to sell the vehicle for as
much money as possible to aid
in future bus procurement.
Those interested are asked to
contact the district office at 7524363. Rogers said the vehicle.
could be useful to a local church.
or other community group for,
mass transportation.
is approved an overnight trip
request for 13 student to attend.
dance camp at University of
Tennessee-Martin from June 10
-13.
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Cypress Springs lit
Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
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The MISD board took no
action during the meeting, but is
expected to legally adopt all
mandated regulations while considenng alternatives on KSBA
recommendations during their
regularly-scheduled meeting set
for 7 p.m. on June 12.
In other action, the board:
•approved the purchase of a
walk-in freezer unit from
and
Restaurant
Paducah
Equipment Supply at a cost of $
II, 613.
• paid bills for the month of
May.

Georgetown, said there are
for future employees.
Panelists should also consid- some matters that the working
er how the state invests its group should start considering
said.
Beshear has charged the pen- money and recommend how right now rather than look ahead
sion panel of officials and those returns can be improved. to the 2009 session. Any
answers could help lawmakers
officeholders from throughout Beshear said.
"It is not a fun thing to deal if Beshear eventually calls a
state government with studying
with, we all know that." Beshear special session to deal with the
the pension issue.
On Tuesday, Beshear told said. "We are all dealing with matter, Thayer said.
-The earlier we act the more
members he wants the panel to things that will effect either
look at what have been more present employees or future money we save." Thayer said.
controversial issues surrounding hires and none of that is pleasant "The clock is ticking."
But Lee Jackson. president of
any pension fix. For example, to do, but it is practically'
Beshear wants the panel to required right now if we are the Kentucky Association of
study a plan that would move going to get ourselves back on a State Employees, said he doesstate employees' retirement ben- sound financial footing in the n't think state employees will
have an adequate voice in disefits from a defined pension to a Commonwealth of Kentucky.'
State Sen. Damon Thayer, R- cussions.
401(k)-type retirement benefit
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From Front

NOW OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M. FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken, Seafoods, and
Now Featuring Grilled Tilapia, Mahi Mahi & Chicken
Open 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Sun. thru Thurs.•8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Fri. & Sat.

Aitaireet•-ni4awalentes
270-436-5496
,xated Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
SUR Owned & Operated by the Williams Family
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Murray
Main Street
As Murrayans. we can be proud 01 our Murray Main
Street program. Since its inception in 1998. Murray Main
Street has focused on its mission, "to help revitalize our
downtown." According to the program's handbook, "it is
our aim to help stimulate economic development and invest
ment in downtown by promoting a positive image of the
downtown and improving the appearance of downtown
through thoughtful renovation and design."
Development of a downtown master plan
included a streetscape design that the Kentucky Hentage Council dubbed 'The Best
Streetscape in Kentucky." Under the able
leadership of directors Robin Teter (from
1998 to 20021 and Deana Wright (from
2002 to the present). Murray's downtown
has recaptured its vibrancy and beauty, as
well as a pragmatic utility to serve the
folks of Murray well.
In short. Murray's downtown is thriving.
In addition to scores of volunteers, the
By James
Murray Main Street board of directors are
Duane Bolin
responsible for Murray's downtown renaisLedger & Times sance. The eight board members include
Columnist
Roger Reichmuth, president of the board;
John Williams, vice-president; Martha Ails.
treasurer; Candace Dowdy, secretary; Mark Welch, chair of
.the design committee; Butch Seargent. chair of economic
re-structunng; Darrel McFermi', chair of organization; and
Shane Mastera. chair of promotions. Ex-officio members
include Deana Wright. Mayor Tom Rushing; County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins; City Administrator Matt Mattingly;
Mark Manning. of the Calloway eounty tconornic beveicipmerit Corporation; Lance Allison, director of the
Murray/Calloway County Chamber of Commerce; Lindsay
Gelb. the director of the Convention and Visitors Bureau;
and Kim Griffo, of Murray State's Town and Gown program.
It's not just the Murray Main Street board members who
make the program work. A fine, dedicated group of retail.
professional, and governmental folks have invested in the
program as well to make our downtown a model for other
communities to emulate. These hard working individuals and
past board members have coordinated a string of accomplishments that is impressive indeed: 120 new jobs and 30 new
businesses in downtown; $1,963,500 invested in new business; $1,795,100 of private dollars invested in downtown
businesses; $885,984 invested in facade improvements on
downtown properties and an additional 13,000,000 of new
building construction; a 409i increase in property value of
renovated buildings which in turn increased the tax revenues
for local government entities; and public improvements
totaling around $2,638, 513. From 2000 to 2007. business
owners and concerned individuals invested over S10-000.000
in Murray's downtown. This is cause to celebrate!
Murray Main Street helps sponsor a schedule of events to
look forward to in the months ahead: a Father's Day Car
Show on June 14; Freedom Fest in July; an Iris Sale on
Aug. 2; Arts on the Square on Sept. 27; a Lumberjack
Festival on Oct. 18: Great Beginnings at MSU on Aug. 21;
a "Preserve the Past-Imagine the Future" publication in October and November; the annual membership dinner in October. and Main Street Merriment on Dickens Square around
Christmas time. And don't forget the Saturday markets this
summer! There were many happy customers and contented
vendors for the past two Saturday mornings.
One of the most appealing accomplishments of the program to me as a professor of history has been its work in
uncovenng the past. in the process of renovation for the
present and revitalization for the future. Murray Main Street
has refused to ignore the past history ot our community.
With each advance comes the unfolding of what has gone
on before.
The preservation of these stones provides. in the words of
writer John Egerton, "a connecting link between our ancestors and ourselves." Let's do our pan to keep the link
intact!

"Card

Duane Bohn teaches in the Department of History ca
Murray. State University. He may be reached at
:_dtiane.bolin@rnurraystate.edu. For more informaaon on Aiur...ray Main Street contact Deana Wright at the Murray. Main
Street offices in the Robert 0. Miller Conference Center on
and/or email at nuirrarnain_ ,the Court Square at 759-9474
- street4?inurray-ky.net
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II HERE'S THE DEAL. YOU GET To BE THE nRsr BLACK PRESIDENT,
AND I GET TO BE THE FIRST WOMAN DICK CHENEY.

Mama, McCain have weaknesses
WASHINGTON (API —
Barack Obama and John
ItAcratn start their showdown
for the White House as a
pair of vulnerable candidates.
including real doubts about
how each would right 3
struggling economy, accordtrig to exit polls of voters in
this year's primaries. The
crucial question: Whose
weaknesses will cost him the
election?
Obama, battling to become
the nation's first black president and one of its youngest,
cast himself as an agent of
change, the quality Denimiatic voters were seeking more
than any other, polls from
this year's Democratic primaries showed. In a sharp
contrast with his 46-year-old
opponent for November.
McCain. 71, towered over
the
his Republican rivals
one with the most expenerice, according to exit polls
from his party's contests.
The two candidates' problems start with the economy,
which members of both parties agreed is the country's
top issue. Neither man got
even half the votes of his
party's voters who worried
most about the economy.
Compounding their problems: McCain conceded
months ago that the economy
was not his strong point.
while Obama has run weakest with Democratic voters
who say they've been hurt
by the troubled economy, a
growing group.
Each also has other problems to resolve within their
party's coalitions.
McCain never did catch
on with the GOP's most
conservative voters, including
those who strongly oppose
abortion. are born again or
evangelical Christians, or
favor tough steps against

Americans have long
opposed the war. That's a
seeming advantage to Obama.
who has made a withdrawal
By ALAN FRAM
a major part of his campaign, and a potential probthat race was important in
illegal immigrants. None of
lem for McCain, who strongchoosing their candidate. Of
those groups. long at the
the effort. But a
that group. not only did Iwo- ly supports
heart of his party. gave
late May poll by the nonpa!
thirds vote for Clinton. but
much more than a third of
tisan Pew Research Center
nearly six in 10 said they
their support to the Arizona
showed the two running
senator, who has a history of would rather vote for
on who would
McCain in November or stay about even
moderate positions on immimake better decisions about
home than support Obama.
gration, campaign finance
the war. as McCain, a VietIt is possible that even
reform and other issues dear
nam veteran, has tried to
more independent and
to conservatives.
make Iraq a question about
Republican voters, who tend
Underscoring his problem
who is better qualified to
to be less liberal than
with these conservatives:
Democrats, will consider race lead a war.
Though McCain scored high
Voting during party priwhen voting. Moreover, pollfor experience, that was a
maries is a notoriously trick)
sters consider it likely that
quality only a quarter of
predictor of what people will
Republicans were looking for. many voters don't tell them
do in the general election,
exactly what they're thinking
Nearly half said they prewhen they are far more
on the touchy subject of
ferred a candidate who
focused on their own party
race, leaving unclear exactly
shares their values. Mce....7ain
identification and the issues.
how big a factor it will be
got only a quarter of those
Underlining that. the Pew
in November.
voters.
survey showed Obama leadBlacks hacked Obama
Obama has done poorly
ing McCain slightly for
overwhelmingly against Clinwith working-class whites
whom was most trusted to
ton, giving him nearly nine
and Hispanics. getting only
handle the economy. It also
in 10 of their votes. But
about one in three of each
showed McCain ahead of
while they were about one
group's votes overall. He
Obama among whites who
in five voters in this year's
also must win over white
have not finished college. 51
Democratic women who have Democratic contests, they
percent to 39 percent.
were just one in 10 in the
remained fiercely loyal to
The exit polls point to
Clinton, especially those who 2004 presidential election.
one test of each candidate's
raising the question: Can
are middle-aged and over.
strengths: Independents. Both
Obama increase black
That will be a delicate task
men ran strongly with that
turnout?
for Obama, who dashed the
group. who were about a
The same can be asked
New York senator's hopes of
about voters under 30, six in quarter of 2004 general elecbecoming the nation's first
tion voters.
10 of whom have backed
temale president this year.
The data was based on
Obama this year. Historically.
Then there is the matter
exit poll interviews with
they are a notoriously diffiof race. The Illinois senator,
about 44,000 voters in 33
cult group to get to the
who nailed down the DemoDemocratic primaries in
polls in November.
cratic nomination Tuesday by
Voters 65 and older voters which both candidates comsecuring the final convention
peted, excluding Tuesday's
are the age group McCain
delegates he needed, will
contests in Montana and
did best with during the
have to navigate the always
South Dakota. It also came
GOP contests and the one
explosive question of race in
front exit polls of 24,000
where Obama did worst.
America like no presidential
voters in 27 GOP primaries.
They historically vote in
candidate before him
The margin of sampling
high proportions in general
Before he can win the
error was plus or minus I
elections.
White House, he must
percentage point for both
Iraq is another major
with a daunting finding:ne
parties' contests, larger for
question.
in seven white voters of his
some subgroups.
Polls show six in 10
own party said in exit polls
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His share of 1-dos'and 1-don'ts
Even though he is not married. Eric
Green claims to have more than 700
weddings under his belt.
Still-single Green is no bigamist. He
is public relations
manager at Patti's
1880's Settlement in
Grand Rivers, where
he supervises a range
of functions, including
group reservations and
receptions.
When it comes to
weddings, he declares,
"We've seen everything here. Sometimes
its pretty chaotic
Main Street Nice last year, for
By Constance instance, disagreements
Alexander
erupted before vows
were exchanged and
Local
"I-do- turned into "IColumnist
don't- before the
flowers wilted.
Managing the ups and downs of
bridal parties means fulfilling frantic
last-minute requests and dealing with
unforeseen emergencies.
"Once someone forgot a bra.- Green
recalls, admitting there was no way he
could make up for that omission.
Other festivities have been affected
by the weather, no-show attendants, and
even an occasional minister who torgot
there was a wedding to officiate.
"I've had to take care of that
twice.- Green explains.
Eric's solution? Getting on the
phone and making calls to the network
of contacts he relies on. "I've been
successful with that both times.- he

says. "And the weddings happened on
time too."
When it comes to catering, time is
of the essence. With one eye on the
clock, and one on endless details —
such as flowers. changing facilities for
bride, groom and attendants. extra tulle
to decorate the outdoor gazebo —
Green and his team make sure festivities occur as scheduled
During the busiest season. they manage three to four weddings a day. And
though staff can dismantle one wedding
and set up for another in an hour,
Green is scrupulous about setting aside
two hours for the transformation. That
way, the road of true love runs smooth.
Green has been employed by Patti's
1880's Settlement 14 years. He paid his
way through Murray State University
that way, starting as a busboy. Eventually, he worked his way up to the PR
position, witnessing many changes in
weddings over the years.
"Things used to be more formal,- he
observes. -Ceremonies were traditional.Today. many couples write their own
vows, and theme weddings are increasingly popular Green mentions two of
the recently memorable — one with
cowboy hats and Jeans, and another
with the wedding party decked out in
camino.
During his tenure as a nuptial impresario. Eric has learned enough to know
that when he gets marned, he wants to
keep it simple. "No big ceremony for
me.- he asserts. "That's too much
expense and stress. You can end up
making mountains our of molehills and
worry too much. In the end. it's all a

blur to the bride and groom."
With the average cost of weddings
ranging from $12,407 to $37,220,
according to costofwedding.com. 91 percent of couples in our zip code spend
less than the average. while 9 percent
spend more.
At any price. from Eric Green's
point of view, the picky, perfectionist
bndc can tip the balance between
pleasant and unpleasant planning.
"We get about one Bndezilla a
year." Green says. "Hopefully. we've
already had ours this year."
Though June is the month traditionally associated with brides. May is the
busiest wedding month at Patti's, with
the third weekend the usual record breaker. -Girls finish their finals one
week and then want to get married the
next." Eric concludes.
For more information about Patti s
1880's Settlement, log on to www.pattia-settlement.com. For tips on cutting
wedding costs in a tough economy.
click on
http://www.msnbc.corrind/24600277/page/
?Jprint/ I /displaymode/1098/.
Read A4ain Street online at
wwwiruirrayledgercont In June, Main
Street is devoting each week's column
to weddings. If you hare stories to tell
of the hest wedding. the worst bridesmaid dress, the most unique toast, the
most romantic pmposat or anything
else related to marching down the
aisle. contact the columnist at constancealexanderkt newwavecomm.net.
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FLDS children reunited with happy parents

Obituaries
Mrs. Cozy E. Garland
Mrs. Cozy E. Garland. 83, Poor Farm Road, Murray, died
Tuesday, June 3, 2008, at 4 p.m at her home.
A homemaker, she was a member of West Fork
Baptist Church and of the Median Sunday School
Class.
Preceding her in death were two sisters, Clara
Fitts and CodeII Pittman, two brothers, Cletus
Cohoon and Thomas Cohoon, and one sister-inlaw, Frances Garland Tucker. Born Sept. 26, 1924,
in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the
late Charlie Cohoon and Altie Lassiter Cohoon.
Survivors include her husband, Bernice
trail
Garland, to whom she was manied April 5, 1947.
Garland
in Murray; two sons, David E Garland and wife,
Glenda. Murray. and Danny J. Garland and wife, Candy, House
Springs, Mo.; sister-in-law. Esther Cohoon, Murray, brother-in-law,
John Tucker, Kirksey:' six grandchildren, Andrew, Matthew.
Jonathan. Nathanial. Susanna and Benjamin Garland, all of House
Springs.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Wayne Carter and Rev. Matthew
Williams will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m.
Thursday. Expressions of sympathy may be made to MurrayCalloway County Hospital Hospice, 803 Poplar St.. Murray. KY
42071.

Mrs. Mary Louise McGee
Mrs. Mary Louise McGee. 93, Murray, died Tuesday. June 3,
2008, at II p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Survivors include one sister, Reva Shelton, Murray.
Her husband. Paul L. McGee, died June 11, 1989. Born Nov. 23.
1914, in Calloway County. she was the daughter of the late Al Victor
Fatless and Flora Beaman Farless. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made to
www.imesmiller.com

Billy Behinds.
The funeral for Billy Balentine will be Thursday at 1 p.m in the
chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Bro. Darrell Young
and Rev. Elijah Balentine will officiate. Pallbearers wil! be Toy
Ross. Don Hart. Dennis Chambers, Marty Williams. Kendall
Balentine and Jess Farmer, active: Cleo Chambers, Kimberly
Zeman, Jessica Balentine and J.P. Parrish, honorary. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Calvary Temple
Building Fund. 3645 US Hwy. 641 S. Murray, KY 42071. Online
condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com
Mr. Balentine, 65, Murray, died Monday. June 2, 2008, at 8:55
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He worked at Fisher Price Toys as a manufacturing engineer for
20 years, and at Jakel Inc. as maintenance supervisor/production
manager for 10 years. He retired as juvenile detention maintenance
sup. I from McCracken Regional. He served on the Murray City
Council in the late 1980s, and was a constable for 20 years. A member of Calvary Temple Church he had served a): head deacon for
over 30 years. An avid deer hunter and fisherman, he flew ultra light
and other aircraft and also played many musical instruments.
Born Aug. 9. 1942. in the Tngg County portion of the Lan('
Between the Lakes, he lived there until 1964. A 1961 graduate of
Trigg County High School, he graduated from Murray State
University. Preceding him in death were his parents, Rev. Felix and
!Nancy Baker Balentine. one brother, Roy Lee Balentine, and one
sister. Dolly Leachfield.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Pat Stalls Balentine, to whom he
was married Nov. 17, 1973: one son. Steve Balentine. Paducah; one
stepson. Jeff Culver, Hardin; one daughter. Sandra Balentine
Zeman. Kuttawa; and one stepdaughter. Darla Dugger and husband
Aaron. Murray: two sisters. Anna Pinnegar and husband. Bill.
Paducah, and Vernie Brown. Murray; four grandchildren. J.F.
Jessica, Kendall and Kimberly; several nieces and nephews.
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ELDORADO, Texas(AP)Just a fraction of the children
taken from a polygamist sect's
ranch remain in foster care after
parents traveled this sprawling
state to reunite their families.
By Tuesday. 397 children had
been returned to their parents,
leaving just a few dozen of the
roughly 430 to be picked up
from far-flung foster care centers. Those reunions were
expected to occur this morning.
Families began trickling back to
the Yearning For Zion Ranch on
Tuesday -exactly two months
after child welfare authorities
and law enforcement first
arrived at its battered metal gate
looking for a caller to a domestic
abuse hot line.
"We're sure grateful to be
home," said Zavenda Young.
whose 3-year-old daughter
clung to her while her three
sons, ages 5 to 9, stood nearby.
'They can't believe it, for sure.
Even though we drove all night,
they hardly slept."
Willie Jessop. an elder with
the Fundamentalist Church of
Jesus Chnst of Latter Day
Saints, didn't know how many
families plan to return to the
ranch. He said some were cautious about bringing children
back to the I,700-acre spread
they last saw when police clad in
body armor raided the ranch's
homes, school and temple. looking for evidence of underage
girls pressed into marriage and

Kenny B. Urged
The funeral for Kenny B. Stigall will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Milner and On Funeral Home of Paducah. Rev. Ronnie
Stinson and Dennis Nalick will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Mayfield Creek Baptist Church Cemetery in Carlisle County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday). Online condolences may be made at www.milnerandorrcom
Mr. Stigall, 60. Paducah, died Sunday, June 1, 2008. at 1:09 a.m.
at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
A legal investigator with 30 years of service for several different
law firms, he was of Baptist faith. He was born in Cairo. III.
Preceding him in death were his father. Charles Stigall, and one sister, Tina Stigall.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nancy DeCarmine Stigall; one
son, Ryan Stigall. Paducah; his mother, Agatha Gill Stigall, Carlisle
County; one sister, Bonita Jennings and husband. Charlie. Murray;
several nieces and nephews.

sex.

"This is the scene of the
crime, and the crime is not how
they lived. It's how they were
taken out of here," Jessop said.
The Texas Supreme Court
ruled last week that the state
overreached in the massive custody case by taking all children
from the ranch when evidence of
sexual abuse was limited to a
few teenage girls.
Young's husband. Edson
Jessop, said his family intends to
stay at the ranch even though it's
unclear what some of his fellow
FLDS members will do. "We
didn't build this place to walk
away." he said.
Even as families returned to
the ranch in Schleicher County,
Sheriff David Doran said he
believes the raid was handled
appropriately and he expects
some members to face criminal
charges.
"This needed to be done.

AP
of
Chnst
Jesus
of
Church
Fundamentalist
the
of
members
Dockstader,
Nancy
James and
Latter Day Saints, greet their daughter, Amy, 9, after they were reunited at the Baptist
Children's Home Ministries `rbuth Camp near Luling, Texas Monday.
There was an outcry for help.
There were crimes being uncovered There were victims on the
property," he said Tuesday, predicting indictments in the next
several months.
'The criminal investigation is
being conducted by the Texas
Attorney General's Office and
Texas Rangers; no charges have
been filed.
Parents began picking up
their children on Monday after a
judge, bowing to the high court's
ruling, signed an order returning
the children. One girl whose
attorney requested she stay in
custody will not leave foster
care right away.
At foster facilities in
Amarillo, Fort Worth and outside San Antonio, mothers in
their now-familiar prairie dresses arrived to retake custody of
their children. Most declined to
comment to waiting reporters.
Seth Jeffs. the 35-year-old
brother of jailed FLDS prophet
Warren Jeffs, arrived on
Tile-clay to pick up three sons.
ages 8 to 12, at a boys ranch Ilea/
Amarillo. He said the boys
received good care at the faaili-

ty.
Asked if they had anything to
say, the boys shook their heads.
-They're glad to be going
home," their father said.
It was unclear how many
families will return to the ranch
in Eldorado, nearly 200 miles
northwest of San Antonio. After
their children were put in foster
care in cities across Texas, many
parents moved to be near them.
The families are not allowed
to leave Texas under the order
signed by Judge Barbara
Walther, and parents must attend
parenting classes and allow children to be examined as part of
any abuse investigation.
' They are not required to
renounce polygamy, though
Willie Jessop on Monday said
the church would refuse to sanction marriages of any FLDS
members who were not of legal
age. He insisted the marriages
have always been consensual.
The state removed all children from the ranch after an
April 3 raid prompted by calls to
a domestic abuse hot line that
purportedly came from a 16year-old mother who was being

Oil dips below $124 on concern over U.S. economy
Oil prices dropped below
$124 a barrel this morning after
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
Bernanke signaled that inflation
had become a more prominent
concern.
By midday in Europe, light,
sweet crude for July delivery
was down 52 cents at $123.79 a
barrel in electronic trade on the
Mercantile
York
New
Exchange. The contract fell
$3.45 to settle at $124.31 a barrel in the previous session.
That was oil's lowest settlement price for a front-month
contract on Nymex since May
IS. Prices are now more than
$I I below the trading record of
$135.09 a barrel hit on May 22.
-The stars for a significant
correction in crude oil are lining
up," U.S. analyst and trader
Stephen Schork said in a
research note.
In London, July Brent crude
dropped 97 cents to $123.61 a
barrel on the ICE Futures
exchange.
Bernanke's comments about
rising prices sent the dollar
higher and diminished the
chance that oil would exceed the
record highs of last month in the
short term. Bernanke signaled
the Fed is inclined to leave rates

where they are for now, but
some analysts said he might be
taking a step toward an eventual
rise in rates later this year, or
early next year.
Evidence continues to mount
that oil prices, nearly twice what
they were a year ago, have finally cut into demand.
MasterCard
latest
The
SpendingPulse survey found
that demand for gasoline in the
U.S. fell by 4.7 percent last
week - which included the
long Memorial Day holiday
weekend -- compared to the
same week last year. Averaged
over the last four weeks,
demand was down 6 percent last
week compared to last year.
That dovetails with recent
Energy
the
from
data
Federal
and
Department
Highway Administration, as
well as several other surveys
suggesting high prices are cutting Americans' appetite for
fuel. The U.S. is by far the
world's largest consumer of
energy and oil products, and
swings in demand there can
have an outsized Impact on
global prices.
In another sign of the effects
of high oil prices. General
Motors Corp. said Tuesday at
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Add Drink for 99e

would close four truck and SLIV
plants in the U.S Canada and
Mexico as surging fuel prices
hasten a dramatic shift to smaller vehicles.
"Investors are ... wondering
if we've got to the point, with
prices around $130 a ban-el. if
that's too much for consumers to

bear," said Rachel Ziemba, an
analyst at RGEMonitoccom in
New York.
Also weighing on prices was
the strengthening dollar, which
bounced higher on Bernanke's
comments in his speech via
satellite to an international monetary conference in Spain.
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ERIC WALKER/ Ledger & Tones
MEMORIAL: Pictured is the Confederate Memonal on
Courthouse Square Members of Fort Heiman Camp of the
Sons of Confederate Veterans, along with United Daughters
Tuesday afterof the Confederacy. held a memorial service
noon at the site.

abused by her middle-age husband. The calls are now being
investigated as a hoax.
The state agency claimed all
the children were at risk because
church officials pushed underage girls into marriage and sex.
An appeals court and the
Supreme Court. however, said
the state failed to show any more
than five teenage girls had been
sexually abused and offered no
evidence of abuse of the other
children.
The agency plans to continue
its investigation.
Walther's order does not end
the separate criminal investigation into possible abuse. Texas
authorities last week collected
DNA from Warren Jeffs as part
of an investigation into underage
sex with girls. ages 12 to 15.' at
the ranch. He has been convicted
in Utah as an accomplice to rape
and is jail in Arizona awaiting
trial on similar charges.
The FLDS, which believes
polygamy brings glorification in
heaven, is a breakaway sect of
the Mormon church, which
renounced polygamy more than
a century ago.
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MSU announces camp

Owens will be the speaker
for New Beginnings Group

ngagemen1

Murray State University generating ideas, choosing a
announces that it is currently style and audience, ways of
taking registrations for its pop- composing and doing necesular Young Authors Camp. This sary revision. Each morning will
day camp. for boys and girls include an art activity and each
ages 8-12. is for participants afternoon will include swimming.
who enjoy writing.
The camp will be held on
During the week long day
camp, young authors will prac- June 16-20 on Mars campus
tice a variety of styles such in Murray. A typical day
as poetry, fictional stories, true begin at 8:30 a.m. and vs la
stones, essays, skits and art conclude at 3:30 p.m. and the
projects under the direction of last day will conclude with a
a combination of local teach- showcase and reading of
ers. consultants, visiting writ- campers work. The price for
ers and MSU faculty and stu- the camp is S105 and includes
dents.
all camp materials.
For more information call
Emphasis will be placed on
809-3659 or 1-800-669-7654
ext. 3659.
Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Cleo Le
& Jonathan King

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

"New Studert Registration" will be Thursday from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at Southwest Calloway Elementary School. This is
for any new student who plans to attend Southwest in the fall
and has not already filled out registration papers. For information call 762-7345

Genealogical Society on Friday
Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Friday at
10 a.m. in the parking lot of Calloway County Public Library
to carpool to visit Fort Donelson National Park, Dover, Tenn.,
for a history and a documentary video of the fort. Members
should bring a bag lunch. Guests are welcome to attend.
•

Kathryn Stalls
& Kyle Tracy
Cherie Moore
& Mark Fitch
Jennifer Evans
& Drew Henry
Beth Ann Dunavant
& Justin Pounds

•

Christine Myers
dr John Taylor

•

Kimberly Jeffries
& Adam Brown

•

Rebecca Boyd
& Edward Baust
Tara Evans
& Stacy Vincent
Blake Powell
& Brad Paxton
••

•
•
•
•
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University Square
12th Street • Murray
(270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5.
Saturday 10.2

•
•

•
•

Glory Bound Ministry Friday

Wooldridge and Patty

•A

Gail Fridy
& Phil Gray

•

Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday
at the club building on Ky. 121 North. Doors
will open at 5 p.m. with Bingo starting at

Student registration at Southwest

Megan Jones
& Aaron Storey

•

Shrine Club Bingo Friday

6:30 pan.

Tamara Howard
& Joshua Lanier

Whitney Delk
& Ryan Vonnahme

Carla Owens, Merryman House Outreach Advocate for Calloway and Marshall
Counties, will give her third and final presentation on -Domestic Violence" at the
meeting of the New Beginnings Jail/Prison
Support Group at the Westside Baptist
Church on Saturday.
A potluck meal wUl be served at 6:30
p.m. prior to the special program. For
more information or for a tide call Ron
and Linda Wright at 753-0156.

lo's
Datebook

Meagan Rogers
& Zach Baldwin

•

fit

Summer is here and to celebrate DK
Kelley is ha%ing TG 1.F every Friday.
We will have a mystery special each
Friday and give away a door prize.
One week we might have all the
jewelry 20-25% off all day, or all the
pnce
pants. shorts or jeans
This will be a surprise each Fnday
and you will have to come to get the
discount and register tor the door
prize
1 don't know what it will be this
week, we'll just wait to see how
Thank Goodness It's Friday
leek.
It could be shoes 1/2 off or free gift
with a purchase We'll be doing something each Fnday that will capture
your interest and help your budget.
According to Footwear magazine
the long-awaited film "Sex and the
City" is creating a shoe shopping frenzy. (Check out our great shoe selection')
Sex and the City hat had a tremendous impact on the fashion industry.
Every star touches us as consumers
Women like to emulate celebrities, if it
is too expensive. then they want what
looks like it
When the stars start a trend it generally tnckies down to us. often they
have moved on to something new
before it hits the average consumer.
Don't forget thss Fnday begins a
summer of fun and fashions and bargains for you! TGIF. at OK Kelley
every Fnday!!!
Sari tuned to next weed r Fun di
Fashion reran

4ga

The Sornethme or breetele Siam

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441
www.dk-kstiey.com

•

Dr. and Mrs. H.S. Jackson of Murray announce the engagement of their daughter, Mary Catherine Wooldridge, to Darren
Andrew Patty, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Patty of Dover, Ark.
and Mary Guynes, of Hesston, Kan. She is also the daughter
of Robert M. Wooldridge of Paducah.
Miss Wooldndge is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles McDaniel of Paducah and the late Mary McDaniel and
of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Horton of Salem and the late Dr.
Robert M. Wooldridge.
Mr. Patty is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Arnold and the late Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Patty.
The bride-elect is a 1992 graduate of Murray High School,
a 1994 graduate of Shawnee College, Ullin, Ill., and a 1998
graduate of Murray State University. She is a member of Alpha
Gamma Delta and is employed by Meade County Board of
Education in Brandenburg.
The groom-elect is a 1988 graduate of Henryetta (Oklahoma) High School. He is also a 1990 graduate of Oklahoma
State University, Okmulgee. Okla., and a 2008 graduate of
Friends University, Wichita, Kan. He is employed by Southern
Star Central Gas Pipeline. Hesston. Kan.
The wedding will take place on Tuesday. June 10, 2008, at
the Chapel of Flowers, Las Vegas. Nev.

Coffey receives degree at
Bowling Green University
BOWLING GREEN, Ohio
— Rachel Helene Coffey graduated May 3 from Bowling
Green State University in Bowling Green. Ohio.
She received her bachelor's
degree in education and a specialization in early childhood
education.

Colley has accepted a third
grade teaching position with
the Fostoria (Ohio) School District.
Her parents are Kevin and
Margaret Haas Coffey of Massillon. Ohio, and her grandparents are Carolyn and
Eldridge Haas of Murray,

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Fnday from 7 to 9 p.m in the fellowshio hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
groups will be The Messengers and Ethelene Darnell. Items
will be taken for Murray-Calloway County Need Line. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glorybound@hotmail.com

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous. a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Scott reunion on Sunday
The Scott family reunion will be Sunday at the Weaks Community Center. A potluck meal will be served at 1 p.m. For
information call Dixie Peeler at 753-7415 or Virginia Scott
Chandler at 753-9907.

At Murray Medical Associates, you'll bene
high level of medical expertise from a

roup (it

professionals. We are ple

t Dr
Drs. Allen and Ma

Richard Crouch has joi
the new Murray Medic

ssoclates practice, and will

continue taking care of

,Gents at the

Drs. Crouch, litarci;lar•If

Calloway County Veterinary Medical Association will sponsor rabies clinics at various locations in the city and county
on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. Clinics will be today
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Lynn Grove Crawford Shell, and 7 to 8
p.m. at Calloway County Health Department; Thursday from 9
to II a.m. at Hazel Community Center, from 2 to 4 p.m. at
Alm Fire Station and 7 to 8 p.m. at Health Department; Friday from 9 to 11 a.m. at New Concord Church of Christ and
2 to 4 p.m. at Take Me Back Cafe.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Council will have a special called meeting today at 5:30 in the
media center

Teachers will be honored
Today from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m in the Deli Cafe in the back
area of Murray Wal-Mart, all teachers will be given a free tool
kit for their classrooms as a part of giving credit for their
service to the community.

Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will
meet Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton
Dr., Paducah, for a combined meeting and luncheon. All retirees
of the Ballard, Calloway, Car:isle, Fulton. Hickman, Graves,
Marshall and McCracken County Retirement Systems and Kentucky Sate Police Retirement System are invited. For information call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-442-0389.

Kirksey Day on Saturday
The annual Kirksey Day will be Saturday from 4 to 8 p.m.
at the Kirksey United Methodist Church. Ky. Hwy. 299, Kirksey. Activities will include tethered hot-air balloon rides, bingo,
inflatables, gatnes for children, five gospel/bluegrass groups,
child ID kits, cake walk, antique cars and tractors, MCCH
Health Express screenings and Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad's "Fire Safety Trailer." Musical groups performing
will be For Heaven's Sake, The Grants. Kevin Crawford, The
Hallelujah Singers and Grandpaw's Legacy. Hamburgers, hot
dogs, cookies/brownies and soft drinks will be served. There
is no charge for anything with Kirksey United Methodist Church
as sponsor. For more information call Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, at 489-2910 or Michael Harrison, event coordinator, at
489-6140.
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nniuersaries

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby H. Wilson

Mr. and Mrs.0.J.(Skip) Jennings in 1958

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby H. Wilson of Murray will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. June 8, 2008, with
a reception hosted by their children and grandchildren.
The celebration will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the fellowship
hall of Memonal Baptist Church, Murray. All relatives and
friends are invited.
Mr. Wilson and the former Glenda Gale Gallimore were
married June 8, 1958, at the home of groom's parents in the
Stella community.
Mrs. Wilson is retired from the Murray Independent School
System. She also worked as an LPN. She is currently employed
at Angels Attic. She is the daughter of the late Doyle Sr. and
Mae Gallimore of Puryear, Tenn.
Mr. Wilson is semi-retired from Wilson TV. He is the son
of Ruth Wilson of the Stella community and the late Hugh
D. Wilson.
Their five children are Debbie Woods and husband, Dan,
Dr. Randal Wilson and wife, Liz, and Kasey Spencer and husband, Jeremy, all of Murray. Lisa Brannon and husband, Tony.
Puryear, and Dusty Wilson and wife, Wendy. Sturgis.
Their 11 grandchildren are Darby Woods, Aaron and Hannah Wilson, and Carson, Jayden and Miley Spencer, all of
Murray, Danette Farnham and husband, Noah, Benton. Caleb
and Jonah Brannon, Puryear. and Dylan and Peyton Wilson,
Sturgis. Their great-grandson is Joshua Fanham of Benton.

0. J. (Skip) and June Jennings of Shelbyville, formerly of Murray. will celebrate 50 years of marriage on Sunday,
June 8, 2008. They were married in 1958
on this date in Murray.
The event will be celebrated with a
reception at the church they attend, Watterson Trail Church of Christ, 9607 Watterson Trail, Louisville, from 2:30 to 5:30
p.m.
Mrs. Jennings, the former June Shrad-

er, is a wife, mother, and sole proprietor of her business. Jennings Bookkeeping Service, which she operated from
1991 until she retired in December 2007.
She was in the accounting/bookkeeping
business for over 47 years.
She is the daughter of the late Mrs.
Minnie Belle Shrader of Hazel.
Mr. Jennings retired in 1998 as a civil
service employee with 30+ years working in the Resource Management field

for the Headquarters, 100th Division (Tngk:
U.S. Army Reserve in Louisville. He alsó.
retired from the U.S. Army Reserve as a
colonel with 30+ years service.
He is the son of the late Kerby and
Dorothy Jennings of Murray.
They are the parents of two sons;
James(Jim)of Louisville and John of Crest,
wood, and the grandparents of Katie. Joshua
and Jennifer.

MSU schedules annual Robotics Camp registrations
Murray State University has
announced it is currently taking registrations for its popular Robotics Camps.
Day camps, for boys and
girls in grades 4-8 is for participants who enjoy science.
technology and creativity. During the week long day camp,
campers will work in teams
and build motorized models

Schools summer feeding makes changes
Murray Independent Schools
is participating in the Summer
Food Service Program. Meals
will be provided to all children without charge at Murray Middle School and Chestnut Street Park sites only.
Meals at the Murray Elementary School are provided
for the Kid's Company program only. The Murray High
School site is no longer available for the program.
Meals will be provided at
the open sites and times as
follows:
II Open Sites: Murray Middle School, 801 Main St., Mur-

Mr. and Mrs. O.J.(Skip) Jennings in 2008

ray, now to July 25, Monday Service Program should write
immediately to the USDA,
- Friday
• Breakfast 7:30 to 8:30 Director, Office of Civil Rights,
a.m., Lunch 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 Room 326-W, Whitten Buildp.m.. Closed July 4, 2008.
ing, 1400 Independence Avenue,
II Chestnut Street Park Pavil- SW, Washington, DC 20250ion. Chestnut Street, Murray, 9410 or call (202) 720-5964
now to July 18, Monday - Fri- (voice and TDD). USDA is an
day; Saturday June 28 (Char- equal opportunity provider and
acter Counts! Olympics) Lunch employer. Pursuant to Title VI
Only 11 a.m. to I p.m., Closed of the Civil Rights Act of
July 3 and 4
1964, 42 USC 2000d and 7
Site by enrollment only• CFR part 15.
School
Murray Elementary
For more information, call:
(Kids' Company Program)
Murray Independent Schools.
they
Persons who believe
Mallory Cathey, food service
may have been discriminated director, 753-5700.
against in the Summer Food

new this year.
with LEGO elements and con- will be placed on teamwork, 4 p.m.. and
5 to 8 p.m
sessions
evening
science.
technology,
procreativity,
trol them with a special
Robotics Day Camps are held
grammable unit. Campers will math and fun.
make a weird vehicle, design
Participants may choose in Alexander Hall on MSC's
a robot arm, and build a crazy from three separate weeks of campus in Murray. The price
creature. Touch and light senRobotics Camps: June 16-20, for the camp is $135. Space
sors will be incorporated to
is limited so register early.
July 7-11, or July 14-18.
add more fun.
For more information call
from
Campers may choose
Campers will download proor 1-800-669-7654
809-3659
to
a.m.
9
sessions.
morning
a
to
grams from the computer
3659.
ext.
to
.1
sessions
afternoon
control everything! Emphasis noon:

IF rev HAVEAN EVENT YOU'D LIKE TO
ANNOUNCE CALL USAT 153-1916
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Geary named new
superintendent of
Paris UMC district
PARIS, Tenn. — Dr. Joseph
A Geary has been named by
Bishop Dick Wills as the new
Paris District Superintendent,
effective in September. Geary
*ill follow the late Dr. Mickey
Carpenter.
He currently serves First
United
Methodist
Church
of
Pans, a position he has held
for the past six
years.
Geary, who
has been in the
active ministry'
for 35 years,
Geary
said "I am
humbled to be appointed to
serve and look forward to coming alongside the laity and clergy of this district as we follow
Christ together."
Geary
was
born
in
.Greenville, Ky., and has served
United Methodist churches in
Tennessee and Kentucky. He
has been educated at Murray
State
University,
Emory
University
and
Asbury
Theological Seminary.
He is a Volunteer in Mission
leader and has led teams to
numerous places in North and
Central America as well as
Europe and Africa. In recent
years he has led annual visits to
Sierra Leone where First UMC
of Paris has established an ongoing mission work in church
reconstruction, medical clinics,
agriculture and Project Peanut
butter. a child malnutrition program.
An interest in Thomas Coke,
the "Apostle of Methodism," led
him to do independent study at
the John Rylands Library at the
University of Manchester in
England. He was a delegate to
the World Methodist Conference
in Brighton, England in 2001.
Geary, who has made several
trips to England in search of a
greater understanding of the
Methodist movement became a
member of the Oxford Round
Table,
Harris
Manchester

College, Oxford University in
2006.
In the Memphis Conference,
Geary has served as the pastor of
the Columbus Circuit, Church
Grove-Union Ridge Extended
Ministry, Arcadia and Concord
United Methodist churches in
the Paducah District. In the
Tennessee portion of the
Conference he has led the Bells
and Cypress congregations in
Crockett County and St. Paul in
Lakeland before coming to First
UMC in Paris.
He is currently a member of
the Conference Board of Higher
Education and the Paris District
Council on Ministries.
Al
Murray State, he is a part of the A LIME OFF THE TOP: Louis Siebng, left, and Chris Cobb, WM Murray
Wesley Foundation Advisory Management, trimmed ivy Monday from atop the large windows on the east side
Board. For the past two years he uled
to perform similar work at some of MSU's other buddings, it was reported
has guided clergy who are probationary members of the
Annual Conference in the peer
process.
Dr. Geary is married to Karen
W. Geary. Mrs. Geary is graphic designer for the Paris Postlntelligencer newspaper. They
are the parents of Joshua Geary
an instrumental music teacher
for St. Johns Country Day
School in Jacksonville, Fla., and
LeeAnn Foster who is manager
of volunteer projects for the
Atlanta Symphony Orchestra
LeeAnn's husband ILt. Reed
Foster has just returned from
military service in Iraq.
"What a wonderful blessing
and trust to be given the opportunity to lead a district that was
first formed in 1831 and then
served as a springboard for the
creation of other churches that
now form the footprint of the
Memphis Conference. I will
work with the people of the district in sharing the Gospel
through word and deed."
Geary hopes to build on the
work of Dr. Carpenter and interim Presiding Elder, the Res
Richard Smith of First UMC in
Murray.
_
"I would ask for the finNArk:--:
of everyone is the begin811804eft7'
a new and challenging minisrry
unfolds."

GREG TRAVIStedger & Times
State University's Department of Fedllties
of Pogue Library. The men were also sched-
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Can White, front, gets help from friends, from left, Steve
roves, Kendall Boulder, and Michael Tudor, clearing large
tree limbs from his yard after a tree fell across his roof or
Chestnut street as storms downed trees and power lines
around town on Tuesday in Lexington, Ky.
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Strong storms, high winds batter
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Kansas, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky
KANSAS CITY', Kan. AP)
Authorities say lightning from a
line of strong thunderstorms crashing through the Midwest ignited a
large fire at a petroleum terminal in downtown Kansas City, Kan.
City fire ('apt. Stan Castaneda says lightning struck a large storage tank at the Magellan Pipeline facility near downtown The massive fire has sent flames and dark smoke billowing into the sky.
No injuries have been reported.
Later Tuesday night, storms battered southeastern Kansas and
western Missouri, with winds between 70-90 mph blowing tractor
trailers off the road, downing trees and power lines, and toppling
billboards, according to the National Weather Service.
Up to 3 inches of rain fell in areas of Johnson County and golf
ballsized hail was reported near Franklin County in eastern Kansas,
according to the weather service. Spotters reported an overturned
semitrailer in Wilson County in southeast Kansas and a wind gust of
112 mph was recorded at an airport in Cowley County.
Thunderstorms also cut through south-central Indiana on
Tuesday, spawning at least three tornadoes and causing widespread
damage. Scattered damage was reported throughout central Indiana,
and at one point more than 4,600 people were without electricity.
The National Weather Service says storms moving through portions of northern and eastern Kentucky have the potential to cause
tornados and flash floods.
Alex Dodd of the weather service in Paducah says there's a flash
flood warning for the northern Kentucky counties of Boone.
Campbell and Kenton. A tornado watch is in effect for a large swath
of northern and eastern Kentucky.
Dodd says a tornado watch early today for much of western
Kentucky expired and no tornadoes were reported.
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTIXKI

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civd Action No 07-CI-00517

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No, 08-CI-00059

COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 07-C1-0001n

BRANCH BANKING & TRUST CO.

PLAINTIFF

EVERHOME MORTGAGE COMPANY,

PLAINTIFF
THE BANK OF NEW YORK, AS SUCCESSOR IN

VS NOTICE OF SALE
VS. NOTICE OF SALE
FLORENCE PERRY. VICTOR PERRY, INDIVIDUALLY
AND AS EXECUTOR OF THE ESTATE OF WILLIE E
PERRY, ALKA WILLIE EARL PERRY. DECEASED.
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT, SPOUSE OF VICTOR PERRY
UNKNOWN DEFENDANTS WHO ARE THE HEIRS OR
DEVISEES OR LEGATEES OF WILLIE E PERRY AKA
WILLIS EARL PERRY & THEIR SPOUSES AND ANY UNKNOWN
PERSON WHO MAY HAVE AN INTEREST IN THE PROPERTY
WHICH IS THE SUBJECT MA1TER OF THIS ACTION,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY • INHERITANCE TAX
DIVISION, CHRISTINA MCGUIRE, UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,
SPOUSE OF CHRISTINA MCGUIRE, UNKNOWN DEFENDANT
SPOUSE OF FLORENCE PERRY.
DEFENDANTS

INTEREST TO JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NATIONAL

ANGELA R AUSTIN, UNKNOWN DEFENDANT

ASSOCIATION FiKAJPMORGAN CHASE BANK,AS

SPOUSE OF ANGELA R AUSTIN, E H HARPER

TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OF THE REGISTERED CERTIFICATE

FLNANCIAL SERVICES, MURRAY-CALLOWAY

HOLDERS OF GSAMP TRUST 2001-SEA2, MORTGAGE PASS-

COUNTY EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICE, INC.

THROUGH CERTIFICATES, SERIES 2004-SEA2.

COUNTY EMS, JOHN A YEZERSKI, MD, MURRAY-

VS NOTICE OF SALE

CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL. YORK FUNERAL
HOME,INC . COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

BARBARA MUSKGROW.

DEFENDANTS

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP II,
Court on April 14, 2008, in the above cause, to sane() the Judgment of the

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 28, 2008, in the above cause, to satutf,y the Judgment of the

sate at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky,

sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky,

1000 a m , local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in

to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, June 13. 2008, at the hour of

Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 145 Mussel Lane, Murray.

10.00 a.m.. local time or thereabout, the following described property located in

KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows,

Calloway Coitny!, Kentucky. with its address, being 205 North Cherry Street
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows. .

Lot No. 927 in Unit No 4 of the Pme Bluff Shores Subdivision as shown by plat
of the same which is of record in Plat Book 2, Page 75,10 the office of the Clerk

One lot or plat of ground being 51-12 feet off of the South end of Lot No 'iii

of the Calloway County Court.

Plat of Town of Murray and remainder of what I own in this lot lies adanning
and just South of a lot of the name size recently deeded to Martin Wofford This

The above identified lot is transferred and conveyed subject to all protective

tract of land Is 51-12 feet more or less North and South by 100 fret more or less

covenants, restrictions, easements, reservations and all other exceptions and

East and West

covenants running with said land and as stated in and on the plat of said snide

Avenue 75 feet to an iron rod,

vision and as recorded thei rein in Plat Book No 2 at Page Ni 75 in the office of

Being the name lands conveyed by deed from Sam Muak,grow, Jr. et al To

the Clerk of the Calloway County Court, and is further subject to such exceptions, conditiot., rostrietions andior limitations as are expressly mentioned and

Barbara !dualisms, dated December 10 1990, of record M Book 177, Card 736,

thence, southerly with an ulterior angle of90 deg 150 to.steel pipe.

stated in a prior deed to said land from the United States of America acting by
and through its legal agent, the Tennessee Valley Authority. to Dora E

thence, easterly with an interior angle of 90 deg 75 to an :ron rod.

dated October 29, 194",'S and which is of record in Deed Book 108. Page 509 in
the offiex of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court, all of which are by this reference made a part of this instrument an if written herein in full.

thence, northerly with an ulterior angle of 90 deg 150 to the point of beginning
and an interior closing angle of 90 deg

ALSO. A 1977 Hall 80x 1 4 Mobile home, VIN 12826, Title /01010018001 I same
being permanently affixed to the land but not in conformance with KRS

Being the same property conveyed to Willie E Earli Perry and wife. Ida Belle
Perry, from Ishmael Stinson, single, by Deed dated April 22, 1978. and recorded
April 24, 1978, in Book 158, Page 1373, in the Office of the Calloway County
Court Clerk Ida belle Perry died on June 22, 2004, leaving Willie E Perry as
the sole titleholder Willie E Perry died on July 13, 2007

186A.297
Angela R Austin obtained title to the above-described property by deed from
Chris Johnson, et us, dated December 22, '2000. recorded on January 12. 2001,
in Book 365, Page 422, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court,

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 00,
days but if sold on a credit of thirty 130, days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third ,13 of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at 12c1 per annum from the date of
Rale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be
retained on the properts as additional security All delinquent tax., if any, shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be mid subject to the current ad valorem taxes

and pursuant to the survivorship clause in said deed upon the death of Allen W
Austin, who deceased on April 3, 2007

in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
-

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty ,303,
days, hut if sold on a credit of thirty "30, days. the purchaser shah deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent i 1(89. , of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, with good and sufficient surety,
bearing interest at 129 per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully
due and payable within thirty days A hen shall be retained on the property as
additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall he ascertained and paid by
the Commesaioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 12th day of May. 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit beau, of thirty "30,
days, but if sold on credit of thirty 'dui days, the purchaser shall deposit with

Calloway Circuit Court

the Corrinuasioner one-third , 1/, of the purchase prom and execute bond with
good and sufficient eu.-ety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and sufficient attest)', bearing interest at 12es per annum from the date of
sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be

This 12th day of May, 2008
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall

MARKETING

be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold sub-

Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work. No selling.
Immediate full/part
time positions, Work
Monday-Friday. $7516 per-hour Paid
weekly. Call 753-9024.

ject to the cu -rent ad valorem taxes
This 8th day of May 2008
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner

Warren K. Hopkins
Attorney at Law
405 Maple Street, Suite B
Murray, KY 42071

Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $43,831.18, I shall proceed to offer for

to the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday. June 13, 2008. at the hour of

Being Lot No F18 in the Third Replat of PAS.' Subdivision in the City of Murray
Kentucky, Plat of said subdivision of record in Deed Book 108. Page 471. and the
previous deed of record for said Lot is in Microfilrn Book 153, Cabinet!, Drawer
5, Card 109e, and said Lot No 88 is more particularly described as follows
Beginning at an iron rod in the south line of Calloway Avenue. said rod beteg
located westerly along the south line of Calloway Avenue 225 feet (corn the west
line of Pasco Avenue t now 17th Street) and running-.

This is a Notice to all heirs. devisees and
legatees of SALLY LOREY that a civil action
has been filed againist them Failure to repsond to the Complaint within fifty 1.5.01 days
may result in Judgement being obtained by
the Plantiff against them. Any heirs devisee
or legatee of SALLY LOREY must respond to
the Complaint, in writing, to the Calloway
Circuit Court Clerk's office. On April 15,
2008, Warren K. Hopkins. Attorney at Law
was appointed warning order attorney by the
Calloway Circuit Court to warn the
Unknown Heirs. Deviaee,s and Legatees, if
any, of SALLY LOREY. having a last known
address of Dexter. KY 42036 of the
Complaint filed agamist them. The
Complaint is captioned BieneadaliSentftellY
Oa Beneficial Mortgage Co. of Kentucky v
Amy Troutman,et al.. Calloway Circuit Case
No. 07-CI-00327 The warning order attorney,
Warren K. Hopkins does not represent the
heirs, devisees or legatees of SALLY LOREY
personally, but is only appointed pursuant to
statute to warn them of this complaint. If you
are an heir, devisee. or legatee of SALLY
LOREY, I strongly urge you to seek legal
counsel immechtely in order to protect any
intrest you may have in this matter.

THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever foi thee'
activities
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• M IN!SI- AMPLE
ASSISTANT
PDS--

Thati
FIT front office administrative
position,
mature, dependable,
multetasker with bookkeeping/payroll knowledge detail oriented,
good social siolls, self
motrveted, able
to
meet deadlines and
handle busy phone,
stripy dealing with public, willingness to learn
our procedures, maintain
confidentiality.

ACCOUNTING clerk.
Payroll. NP. A/R. Excel

knowledge of Microsoft
Office, some overtime

expenence a must.
Willingness to learn
Pleasant personality
Cat 270436-2796 ask

required during tax
season
(Jan-Apr),
office errands, benefits
package,
reference
required. reply to: P
BOX 527, Murray, KY
42071

for Lorraine
GROUNDSKEEPER.
Murray Slate
University (Landscape
Dive Futl-time. benefits High school graduate, one year driving
tractors or heavy
mowers Valid drivers
license required.
Salary $7.52 hourly

Apply at Murray
Career Center (Dept
of Employment
Services) 208 South
5th Street, Murray, KY
42071
Womeneninorrties
encouraged to apply
EEO. M/F/D. AA

erIVI0Yer.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $67.457 23, I shall proceed to offer for

NOTICE TO ALL HEIRS, DEVISEES
AND LEGATEES OF SALLY LOREY

PLAINTIFF,

SUCCESSOR BY MERGER TO MURRAY-CALLOWAY

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 14, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $73,143 05, I shalt proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder at public auction on Fnday. June 13. 2008. at the hour of
10-00 a m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Callaway County, Kentucky. with its address, being 1701 Calloway Avenue,
Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described aa follows

thence, westerly along the south line of

L•Mi
MAN

DO you lova working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be KIS1 the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
avertable.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109S 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

BP Truck stop has
openings
for
Fuel
Desk
Customer
Serv Ic•
Representative end
Full-time
Maintenance Person
Customer service representative must be
able to provide outstanding
customer
service and ability to
maintain clean, customer friendly environment
Maintenance
position requires valid
DL and dependable
transportation
Responsibitties
include lot, building,
and light equipment
maintenance
Max
Fuel offer s competitive
pay, paid vacation after
one year employment
and 401K plan If interested please apply in
person at BP Truck
Slop. 2185 US Hwy
641N EOE.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, full-time, training provided. must be

Signmasters. 8503 US

work weekends Apply
in person at Ouizno's
between 2:00-4:00pm.

Fairdealing)
INDUSTRIAL painters
local/steady work
270-554-2696

iii4S To 1110-21P111 KY All357744
SI KES/01,FRC4.ST. HAZE!. Ix%
7-545 To 12-15-46 KY 136256401
FUTREL1. FARMS.FARMINGTON,KY
War $9 11 Hr
,ontrao pearanteed. all link and mine fur
nerhed Eknednf pro,,Jed tin those het ork3 ommuong
Transportrarun and wInterterke for, slier 51.1‘r 4 ,ontrart orminered Api* tor he job at the ware, henna:It (40/ten FAO 1!• mem
& Trannng. fh.1,1011 A Morin., Dedromeni Offhe aeni cr
'ado tranher. KY I &Anse Anil s cope 4 this idiOnierseni

270-436-2798

IMMEDIATE
OPENING
opot
.rititp)i; ci•e.pt Mett.th)eal abiltt
sorra, corl t
requirect
I \ tratri.thi., Tight pti•
111w4 he abletow
eat'l -mon:M.1g :tour,
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a subscription to the

limuDUER&TImEs
Homo Delivery
I 3 ass.--UM
I ase.
I 1 yr. _JIMA,

Local Mail
ma __%3.00
I yr. —_31111.0011

Al Other Mail
Sobseriptions
475 00
I 3ire.--VOA, 3 ma
$6.00
•6 ma —Mee 6 me.
—...$145 00
• 1 yr.--S120.110 I yr.
I Rest of KY/TN
(Perreer & Reclorrael

Mont.!. Order

Visa

MK

1 St. Addresis

app

Murray Ledger & Tirnt
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
P one

get hem

Name

Hcalt h dint 11 pi v 1\
Jr;tert •4 ti ii• •

PI s

• EVERtivING

Meek

eRild Hlfhd u*and

dependable,
pay
hourly rate and bonuses Apply in person.
Hwy 68 East, Benton

PART-TIME help needed Must be able to

060

HR assistant- organized, computer literate.
extremely good interpersonal skills to work
for a rapidly growing
company. Start immediately Call Lorraine

TEMPORARY HORTICULTUFtA I,
AGRICULTURAL LABOR

11

City
1
1 State
Zip
1 Daytime Ph
1
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (2701 753-1918
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil AC1100 No 08-4)I-00002
MST ttiMMUNrTY BANK. PLAINTIFF

Una
Mess

Lama

V3 NOTICE OF SALE

Tract I
Legal description of•tract of land situated in ('aunty of Calloway, State of
Kentucky, being a part of Section 20. Township 3. Range 5 East. and being Tract
1 of a Minor Subdivision of Plat as recorded in Plat Book 17. P.m 81, Slide
1589, and being further described as
Commencing at• point on the South rtght-ofelm he of Finley Road and on the
East right-of-way line of Independence Church Road !Haley Road thence, along
the East nght-of-way line of Independence Church Road the following calls
south 31 degrees 58 34" West 83 94'to• point. South 26 degrees 57 21" Wart
232.24'to a point; South 38 degrees 5334" West 257 74'to • point, South 14
degrees 2141" Wait 48.92' to• 1/2' diameter rebar set and the point of begun
ping, thence. from the point of hemming and severing the land of Timmy
Walker North 89 degrees 00' 55' Kart 628 79'to a 112' diameter retie/ set; thence
South 84 degrees 56'22" East 103 95' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set. thence North
87 derma 0400" East 159 71' to a 1/2' diameter rebar set in an existing fence,
thence, along an existing fence the following calls: South 28 degrees 29 36' East
159.58 feet to• 1/2' diameter rehar set by. poorer pole, South 49 degrees 15'39'
East 253.31'to• 1/2' diameter re-bar set at•fence corner. South 14 degrees 14'
41' East 5436'to a 1/2' diameter rebar set at•fence corner, North 88 degrees
16'59' West 140.06' to a 1/2" diameter renar set, North 84 demons 4321' West
147.54' to•let diameter rebar sat: North 89 degrees 2817* West 260 06' to•
1."2" diameter rebar set. North 88 degrees 5522" West 653.36' to a I/2" diameter
rebar set on the East right-of-way line of Independence Church Road; thence
along said right-of-way line North(1 degrees 2503' East 241_93 feet to• 1/2'
diameter rebar set; thence continuing with said right-of-way line North 14
degree: 21 41" East 101 81'to the point of beenning
Being the same real estate conveyed to William Alan Rider and wife, Cecelia
Rider, by deed from Linda Tisue and Sidney Steinhaeufel, her husband. dated
June 14, 1996 and recorded in Book 230, page 468, in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office
Tract IF
Legal description of a tract of land situated approximately 2.25 miles Northeast
of the Community of Almo, in the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky. being •
part of the Northeast Quarter of Section 20, Trwnship 3, Range 5 East and also
being Tract II of a Minor Subdivision Plat of the Tommy Walker and Marilyn
Walker property of record in flat Book 24, Page 551, Slide 2218 and being further described as follows.
Beginning at• 1)2' diameter mbar found in the East line of the Independence
Church Road (Haley Road), the Northwest corner of Tract I of• Minor
Subdivision Plat of record in Plat Book 17, Page 81, Slide 1589. located 822_84'
South of the South line of Finley Road as measured along the East line of
Independence Church Road, and also being the Southwest corner of Tract II
described herein; thence 30'from and parallel to the centerline of Independence
Church Road the following bearings and distances: North 14?21'41' East 48.91' to
a 1/2" diameter mbar set; North 385334' East 25774'to a 1,
2" diameter re-bar
set, North 25'57'21" East 232 24' to a 1/2' diameter rebar set; North 31'58'34'
East 83.94'to • 1/2' diameter set in South line of Finley Road; thence 30' from
and parallel to the centerline of Finley Road North 86 1P243'47' East 351.92'to
a 1/2" diameter rebar set thence severing the lend* of Tommy Welker South
041/2 32'40' Wart 538.96'to• 1/2' diameter rebar found, an angle point in the
North line of Tract I of said Minor Plat (the North line of the. William Alan
Rider property !Deed Book 230, Page 468); thence with the North line of said
Tract I, South 89 deg 00'65' West 628.79' to the point of beginning.

RONALD L TURF11'T, SHEILA B TURFITT
TAX EASE LIEN INVESTMENTS and
CALLOWAY COUNTY. KENTUCKY

Being the same property conveyed to William A Rader and ante. Cecelia P Rider.
by deed from Thomas L Walker and wife, Marilyn W. Walker. dated November
18, 1997, and recorded in Deed Book 270, Page 526 in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office.
Tract Ill
2.897 acres of property as surveyed by the firm of F T. Seargent Land Surveyors
ce Murray, Kentucky. on July 13, 1989. located at the intersection of Finley Road
and Helm Road also known as Independence Church Road) approximately 8
miles northeast of the City of Murray and being • part of Section 20, Township
3, Range 5 East, in Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning on the south side of Finley Road. 30.00 feet south of the centerline,
02 mile., more or lose, wart of Peters Road, and being 579.76 feet (along the
south side of Finley Road) wart of the northeast corner of Tract 1, and being the
northeast corner of the herein described Tract 2 and a corner to Tract 1, PUTveyea this same date. thence, with the boundary of Tract 1, the following bearings and distances
South 8 deg 59' 25' West 3e8 59 feet to a 14 rebar set: South 90 deg. 00' 34-4 94
feet to .54 rebar set; North 3 deg 22'46' East 317.28 feet to•04 rebar set on
the south side of Fink", Road. 30.00 feet south of the centerline, thence, along
the south side of Finley Road, the following bearings and dierances. North 64
deg. 51'5' East 84 54 feet to• point; North 77 deg. 3012' East 191 42 feet to a
point; North 81 deg 8' 2' East 117_28 feet to the point of beginning
This conveyance LI subject to all easements, restrictions. rights-of-way and prior
mineral reservations and mineral conveyances of record.
Being the same real estate conveyed to Witham A. Rider and wife, Cecelia P
Rider, by deed from Dennis C Hasty and wife, Janice F Hasty. dated June 4.
1998, recorded in Deed Book 287, Page 303 in the Calloway County Clerk's
office
Also to he included in the Master Conintillinoller Sale with the above-described
real property is the following personalty all poultry equipment, farm equipment.
incinerator, and fixtures, including, but not limited to all feece ventilation, environmental control, watering, and electrical equipment whether attached to the
real estate or located on the premises, including, but not limited to. One ;1)
Shenandoah incinerator. two (21 Hired Hand 52' fans/cone shutters. four 14)
Cocleur 48' aluminum shutter., four (4) Hired Hand 48" fans, two 2i Hired
Hand 36" fans. 48 Shenandoah newts. 132 Big Dutchman rooster feeder, with
suspension, and one !I) Breeder House chain feeding eystem.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 130)
daye. but if mold on a credit of thirty 301 days, the purchaser shell deposit with
the Commissioner ter percent !IC%) of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, with good and nuffinent suret).
nearing interest at 12o per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable within thirty days. A hen shall he retained on the property as
additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by
the Commeasioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem tame
This 28th day of May. 2008
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master COMMIllalOner
Calloway Circuit Court

Inspect all rooms each day Handle all
purchasing for the department.
Apply In person 1415 Lowes Dr.
Murray, KY

Kerslake !-.:MSS, 3 Keeler-owned dry OITT and
nut processes enema IOW manufacturer
has an inisweellele °peon for a third shift
ie Superwerar

--NOW taking applications for ell positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
DrIvii-In, 217 S 12th
St, Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

DEFENDANTS

Thence. with Garlands west line. south 02 degrees 05 27' west 15i 40 ui a
rebar WI, the southeast corner of Lot it;
Thence severing the lands of Abort, south 89 degrees 10 04' west, palming
through a'1" diameter rebar set .1 191.64' for a distance of 216 69' to the center
line of Pond View Road.
Thence, with the centerline of Pond View Road, north 02 degrees 33' 28" east
161.4T to a point in the south line of Lot 5:
Thence, with the south hoe of Lot 6, north 89 degrees 10' 04' met, passing
through •"diameter rebar set at 26.04 for•distance of 283.21' to the point of
beginning
This tract contains 0 7500 acres but is subject however to a 25 wide roadway
easement for Pond View Road, adincent to and parallel with the Centerline of
Pond View Road.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Defendants by deed freer)
James Id Matheiu. dated August 16, 2001, of record in Book 394, Page 140 in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
ALSO- A 2000 Fleetwood mobile home, Serial No KY9'LY45AB01413-PL12
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit baste of forty-five
(46) days, but if sold on a credit of forty-five 1451 days, the purchaser shall
deposit with the Conumassoner ten percent I 10% ) of the purchase price and execute bond with good and sufficient surety for the recoainder, with good and stiffi dent surety, bearing interest at 129r per annum from the date of sale until poid
and fully due and payable within forty-five alsys A hen shall be retained on the
property at addiuonal security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained
and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the cur
rent ad valorem tales.
This 12th day of May, 2008
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Maintenance Technician
The Purchase District Health Department :s seeking
applicants to fill a full-time position as a
Maintenance Technician at the Calloway County
Health Center located in Murray. KY to perform
duties which include but are not limited to. building
maintenance. janitorial services or related work.
Starting salary is $946 per hour or up to $70950 Biweekly.
Education/Experience: High school or GED and 18
months of education in general repair or closely
related, or High school or GED and two years of
experience in general maintenance or other maintenance responsibtlities that would include the ability
to recognize electrical, piumbmg, and mechanical
malfunctions or equipment failure. Additional experience in the field can f.i.eatitutz for the high
schooL/GED on a year for year basis not to exceed
four years. Pre-entpeoyment screening is required.
Purchase District Health Department offers an excellent fringe benefst package with an increase in salary
upon successful completion of•6 month probationary period. Applications may be picked up at the
Calloway County Health Center or at any Purchase
Distrist Health Center. Resumes DO NOT substitute
for applications Complete applications MUST be
returned to the Purchase District Health Department,
P.O. Box 2357. Paducah, KY 42002 no later than
close of business June 13, 2008.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY E2.1PLOYER

Kenlake Foods. a Kroger-owned dry mix and
nut processor's private label manufacturer,
has an immediate opening for a
Senior Production Planner

SENIOR PRODUCTION
PLANNER
Rasnonsibdities include forecasting & planning of
produolon runs, raw matonal & finished goods
inventory control. and managing the Manning
department Pride- candidates TA have a degree
with 2+ years experience in a planning & neentory
control position with exceilent orpnizational
computer skies
Kenn.' fonds often a competitive wage & benefit
package incliciang medkal 4 lentil insurance.
4010 Phil company pan retirement ,tication
pa c1 holidays

TEMPORARY AG TOBACCO WORKERS
07/14Aal TO 10131MS KY 00358319
WORKMAN FARMS
HAZEL, KY
Wage $9 13 hr 3/4 contract guaranteed, all
tools, and equip furnished Housing provided
for those beyond commuting. Transportation
and subsistence pay, after 50% of contract
completed Apply for this lob at the nearest
Kentucky Office of Employment & Training
Division of Workforce Development Office using
lob order number above, with a copy of this
advertinen4eni

Beasley Antenna

ftesponsibaues include frontline supervise:in ot
isamtanon activities across all shifts farnibarity with
AIS and Food Safety requirements a oast
Prefer candedauri to time a Magee. web 2+ rears
experience in a food-manotactiong en-moment
Kennett Foods oilers a competitive stage & benefit
medical dental
"
. 5mt
uranon
sidaid roma senern
iw're
P464.
401 k elan'coornpaniud" "
& pad holidays
Qualified applications simuld lend
ressene and miry Weer,te,
ILienlebe Feeds
Aim HUMS* Ikeeeairces
ISO leoriii IF. Meer Street

BRICK MASON. Full
time, benefits. High
school graduate, four
years masonry work
experience required.
Ability to read blueperils desirable. Must
have valid driver's
license.
on
Click
"Employment"
at
www.m u rra ystate.e u
for additional information. Salary $11.01 per
hour.
Apply
at:
Human
Resources,
Murray
State
Untversity. 404 Sparks
Murray,
Hall,
KY
4 20 7 1 - 33 1 2
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
M/F/D,
EEO,
AA
employer

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on ow classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local job
lisWigs will appear on
this websne.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the yobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Mutray area
lob listings "Thank you

GROUNDSKEEPER,
Murray State
University (Heavy
Equip Div.). Full-time.
benefrts. High school
graduate, one year
expenence operating
tractors, construction
equipment. trucks.
Valid dnverS hoense
required (must obtain
Class B CDL). Preemployment drug
screening. Salary
$7.52 hourly. Apply
at: Murray Career
Center (Dept. of
Employment
Services). 208 South
5th Street, Murray, KY
42071
Womervmmorities
encouraged to apply
EEO. M/F/D, AA
employer.
WELDERS- Openings
for HS grads WEIS 1734. No expenence
required. Call today for

interview.
1-800.777-6289

Satellite 759-0901
KENMORE 30' white
electric flat top range
warming drawer Had
1 5 years $500 obo
GE white triton tr,
clean dishwasher, 4
cycles. S150 obo
753-6474

DADDY'S
TOP SOU.
Besi the county has
51 Terfe0 TiChveli

corn
11.71
"1"'"i
nsem:KiteYrebasrOirroger
&moll tot rec
Please piece bob eppiping for in the
subject kne of the email
,T•T

o.,•

••••11.
,
- •

753-9075
270 227-2193

••••••••••••

R.,01--ECH

Anima

HEALTHCARE INC
We Care About Patient Care

' LA R GE
SELECT1.001
USED APPLIANCES.

Puimo Dose Call Center is seeking appiicants tor Patient Service fisprossntstives
PSRs are responsible for cuntacting at
assigned patients rnonttily, taking patient
orders, verifying patient information. and
placing the order in a timely manner.
Experience in medical field and administrative record management preferred. but not
required Strong customer service background preferred. Regular hours will be
Monday - Friday Sam to Spiro All positions
require minimum educational background of
high school diploma or GED equivalent.
Please deliver or Tad your resume to 120
Max Hurt Drive Murray, KY of email to
resume pArnodoseOrotech corn
We are an Equal Opportunay Empioye,
Immensans

Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for LPN's .

WEIN

Quafified applications should tend
main*, and salary history to:
Kenlaiie Foods
Atm Human Resetatel
100 North L.P. Miller Street
Murray, KY 421171

DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle' Top pay. great
benefits! No expert
ence? No problem,
Werner Enterprises
800-346-2818
ext
150

SANITATION
SUPERVISOR

Legal description of. tract of land situated approximately 1 5 miles west of the
Yawn of Dexter, in the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being • part of the
Southwest Quarter of Section 10, Thwnalup 3, Range 4 East. and also being Lot
6 of•Minor Subdivision Plat of the Gary Mum and Debbie Ahart property of
record in Plat Book 28, Page 84, Slide 2700. said Minor Plat is• Partial Reins!
oreract H of record IL Plat Book 24, Page 24. Slide 2237, and being further
described as follows- Beginning at•^" diameter rebar found in the west line of
the John S Garland property !Died Book 272, Page 8751, being the southeast
corner of Lot Sofa Minor Subdivision Plat of record in Plat Book 2.8. Page 74.
Slide 2090. and the northeast corner of Lot 6 described herein.

Small tot reertellesolleolaliegploomeroorn
g tor in the
Mem=tt
TeZenuil.
needy/ewe(new stow toe—i'row

Candidates must be able to coach and
counsel employees in Housk.eeping,
Maintain and effective training program

PLAINTIFF

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 14, 9008. in the above came, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff In the approximate amount of $67,972 33. 1 shall proceed in offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway Count. Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. June 13. 2008, at the hour of
10-00 a.m.. local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being 335 Pond View Lane, Ahno.
KY 42020. an1 being more particularly described as follows ,

HELP WANTED
This tract contains 5 8679 acres, but is subject however to any additionel right
of way which may be of record for Independence Church Road and Finley Road

HO Televisions
by Olympic
Plaza to see out sees(
non of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Propectior
LG, Toshiba
also
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a Large selection
of entertainment can
tors & TV cans

Coma

VS NOTICE 01
,SALE

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 25, 2008. in the above came to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $282,271 03. 1 shall proceed to offet- far
sale at the Courthouse door :a the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky,
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday, June 20, 2008. at the hour of
10-00•in , local time, or thereabout, the following described property located en
Calloway County, Kentucky with its address being 687 Finley Road. Dexter, KY,
and being more particularly described as follows

Housekeeping
Supervisor

EEL.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY critcurr COURT
Civil Action No 07-4)I-00556
GREEN TREE SERVICING, LLC,
Camsece Finance Sermons Corp

WILLIAM A RIDER CECELIA P RIDER
TAX EASE LIEN INVESTMENTS I, LI.C, AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY KENTUCKY, DEFENDANTS

Ilampfrn
inn

Murray Ledger & times

We also offer an excellent benefit
package. Must be licensed in the State
of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main Street Hwy 641S
Benton, KY 42025

WARD ELKIP4S

(210) 753-1713

Need furniture?
We sell new & used

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main

761-7653

I

190
Form Equissuni

CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT
Backhoes, used Case
580SL, 580SM. others.
4x4, ex-hoe, several in
stock. Standard
mini
excavators.
36-42'
Skytrak
Gradall telescopic forklifts. Case
dozers-550E $23,500
850K cab/air 1400hr
new
UC
564.900
Wanda Snow
731-363-3680
JO 600 Hiboys $3,500
JO 6000 Hicycies
$7,500. Tobacco
sticks. 15 each Can
deliver
1502)550-4080

LH
Bntthaven of Benton now has a full-time position for an experienced cook for nursing home
environment. Must be able to work days, afternoons and weekends. Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street Benton,
KY No phone calls please E0E/AAE

_ 5Cladcws
AMANDA'S
Hom-e
Daycare has opening
in her home Small
daycare at a great
home
environment
Auto bond accepted
Please call 270-2935212 or 270-753-7031
CLEANING houses. 20
years experience.
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning

services. 227-7129
If you would like a
weekly house cleaning, please call me
(270)767-1636

(270)752-0729.

1111111
Compiews

1989 14X70 Northern.
2 Br, 2 13a, furnished.
included.
porcnes
$6.000 after 5.00
(270)436-5701

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairsliogrades
759 3556

1998 Patriot, 16x80
38R. 2batti, vinyl
siding, 2x6 walls,
excellent condibon.
(270)489-2525

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old US Coin
collections ' Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS
Semi-retired
adult
male caregiver willing
to sit/provide care for
adults. Overnight if
Contact
neccessary
270-753-8801
WILL sit with elderly in
home, nursing home,
or hospital. Will also do
house cleaning
753-7129. 210-4173

***OWNER Finance"
38R. 2BA, near lake.
6058 Dunbar Rd., New
Concord
53.950
down.
$495/month
Bonnie Byerly Broker

2001 16x80 Clayton
MH, 3-Bedroom, 2Bath, W/Approx 1 acre
new landscaping, 2-car
carpoil. 12x 16 outbuilding,
remodeiea
inside last year, front
porch and back deck.
very clean 759-9362
EASY GUAUFY- Do
you own or have
access to land? Zero
down on a new Clayton
home
FREE
APPROVAL
731-584-9429.
Robb home For Rant
2 BR Doublewide
S350/month « deposit
497 Post Oak Drive
Murray 1270)873-8229

Poo

AridForils
BOWFLEX ultimate 2
$1,000- 293-5682
COMPLETE Sand N
Sun Easy set pool
18x4ft
$275 obo
Walmart new $399

270-7594209

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguld Dme • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and TWO BedfOOM Apartments
Central Kean and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.j6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Mother of two seeks to
rent 3 bedroom farm
house within 20 miles
of Murray for 1300$400 monthly Call
270-99,-2003
For Pao
_J
1 or 2 BR apartmerts
No pets? Please leave
message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR, 411-1,2 S. 8th
St.. S265/mo r security. 474-2520
2 BR, WD, quiet, no
per
$355
Pets.
month.293-6070
2E1R duplex, nee,
C/I-VA, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9698

& limes

Murray

1.7
1
es

I

ens
Orympir
our sole(
elevisions
Plasma a
Projection
Toshiba
Sony. We
selection
mem can
'V carts
sienna &
l-0901

I

075
7-2193

R

apt Parzie

?BR& 38R apartments
available Great loca
eon 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets 753-2905

34148R, 28A available
now,
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9896

G.E
TION
lIANCES
LI4 I P4S

3 BR 1 5 BA duplex
C/H/A
appliances.
Coleman RE 753-9896
3 BR house. CA/A. I
2, & 3 BR Apt 7531252 753-0606.
781-3694

-17)3
oisNois

%way &-77.tai
Re1
Rental Property Fe
Property Management
Sere ices available
Caa 761-1355
lcorgawaowerealy COM

ntture?
v & used

ST.
HINGS
Vane

NOW LEASING
1, 2 a Joeciroom Apts
We accept Sector
8 vouchers
Apt* at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

653
41191all

LI CTION
MENT

ised Case
others
several in
arel & mini
36'-42'
radall teleifts. Case
$23,500,
lir 1400hr
$64.900

, 16x80,
vinyl
falls,
Alton
25

) Clayton
morn. 2roe 1 acre.
ping, 2-car
!x16 outemodelea
year, front
iack deck.
'59-9362

.UFV- Do
or have
snd? Zero
Ow Clayton
FREE

1 BR and 2 BR houses
for rent 753-9636
2 BR, 1 BA. new
kitchen,
hardwood
floors, close to MSU,
attached garage, no
pets. 711 Payne St.
$475 per month
270-293-3710.
3 Br. Non-Smoking
brick, storage, nice
yard, no pets. $645 per
month. 293-6070
4 BR, 2 BA, brick,
newly
remodeled.
hardwood floors Close
to MSU. 1655 Ryan
Ave. No pets. $800
monthly. 270293-4602
BEAUTIFUL new brick
home for rent. 3 BR.
2.5 BA, 2 car garage,
in new subdivision
Call after 5:00
436-5701.

aartmerts
mse leave

eats near
Murray
$200/mo

'S 8th
« secure

quiet, no
55
per
070
_
nice,
inces furus 'ocean RE

761.

COMMERCIAL property with 1,500 sq. ft.
building located on
121N inside city limits,
$1,200 month, available June 15th. Call
753-2225

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m.
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753 2905 or 753-7536

EAST Y
SUBDIVISION
THURSDAY
AND
FRIDAY
11:40-400
E-Z set pool. ram
arxiows. v13 purees,
shoes (18). 5x8 rugs
new prinaws. Heresy
serns-nice, weed esters
and decorum. swims

YARD SALE
A-10 FOX
MEADOWS
THURSDAY
AND

Slwrew Ledger é Thneg Fat
Housing as.ri Nonce
MI real estaie advertred hewn
IS subsect to the Federal tau
Howng Act which .'
I ,St
,it
diegal to whertue aro pretty
ewe lrnatahon on disc mon.bon Sawed on rat color re
pon. n.handwar tarrulta: stahw. on natonal egos or ,ntenSon in make any ,tich preferences hnotation discrarrotion
State awn torbcd draartinaoon
tit the iaie metal or advertwng
or real estate '-used on lacier. in
2ddtt,or s, !So,
*.ed
under federal
We will kurwongh arept any
advertgang ior realmiaie.ha+
.t1 the iaw
rnt
persons are herr+, trtionnod
Hut all dwellings advertised are
.”alable on as equal opportune, Noes
For Further asigasnat with FanHousang Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counviel
OOP
Rene P Milan. 70:3)

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location. 753-2905,
293-1480
OFFICE space for rent,
appx. 1,800 sq.ft.
$1,000
per
month+deposit. 12th
street location.
293-7874.
SHOPS
40'x48',
40'x40 gas heat, insulated,. 12 ft walls
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle, Murray Call
Carlos Black
270-436-2935
360
Feb & keallse
1
9 week old AKC regis
teree yellow Lab pupmale, 2
pies.
1
females. 1st shots.
$200. 270-759-9375
leave message
Jack
ADORABLE
Russell
pups
Tricolored, males and
females. $85 489-6106
after 5:30, 752-0010.

Farm raised Australian
puppies.
Shepherd
Welsch
Pembroke
Corgi AKC, registered
Toy Poodles, home
raised. wormed and
shots. Judy Turner
618-499-1282,
618-672-4778

iRsetJ

Fatima

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

DOG Obedience.
438-2858.

wide
+ deposit
K Drive
)873-8229

o seeks to
'en farm
20 miles
$300y. Call
3

5.(1. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
729 S. 4TH ST.
icasioymin '&G
IMO $25 his $44
(270) 4-34-2524
293-61106

Great Pyrenees Puppies, $50
270-534-4062
One male and one
female
CollieiAustrailan
Shepherd Mix.
Approximately 14-18
months old. Call 270293-8613 or 270-2939113 and make ari
offer Must go to same
horns.

Size Units
Avallehle
•Novit Have
Climate Control.'

753-3953,

Thursday Eves**, June 5th - 7:00 P.M.
Ma tilintbra a Lida AMMO JOIMINE EICID
Plaemas- Millaarraay, Kelteateacicy
Dexter - Hardin Community
Fronting Hwy 1346 And Peeler Road
From Murray. KY Take Hwy 641 North 7 Miles To Dexter Proceed East On
Hwy 1546 Cross Over H•arf 1824 And Proceed On East 3 Mites From
Amain, KY At The Jot 01'Hwy 641 & 407 Take Hwy 641 Scutt 1 5 Mies
To Hwy 1346, Cross Over Hwy 1824 And Proceed On East 3 Mies
4 Niko Asa Of TM New Rey 10 Fow Lots • North Central Caioway

MON

I & NI lawn Service
Vowing. Tr,
Hi..
ind
270-227-09er
270-291.hr

Onsiel

._
Calhoon Construction, LLC
Additions, Windows, Siding,
Painting, glooring, Roofing,
Decks, Concrete

JOE S JOBS

& Repairs

di..
Ark...sr- 41E3S.
3 Trac:Its. A ,.CI Cesrmilaireastissnm.
ROLLINS a BMW!LAND • NOMESTEAD SETINICS
Small Farm Tractor Of
40.730 Acres- 22.756 Acres - 53.102 Acres
What A Great Opportunity

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

Al

Ies

4/,,;•

EAST VALLEY
DIESEL REPAIR

Just A Short Drive North Of Murray, KY
Sams - Fences - Grazing - Now lissrray

2

Area Of Treats 1 42 Aro Ilamo Sishemal Tor Taw
ars Taormina leliplita Per MOS.
Maim Mal
Plaanavor llino Landlords ~lima Of Tao Crap Onassona.
CCP% Orme iv if Sal% Pam,Im aSW • /1/ lialfle• P/11111111111111)
1‘44.:KNIUH I
Repair,
W W war-AIM rams=maa-m:amno ma Wu-mamaarra
108 Starks Ln., Alma.
TYsmo AISOCNIIIPirl WM Mai 0114.14/ Air
KY. Now offering flat

Iltariciln Soneor Community C.ontor
MIasor-all8ins
Koss-ire asCDs.,

.111^111/IES R. CASH
R LI

AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KY- 270-623-8466

IH OUR

TOWING.

EXECUTIVE Brick
3800 square foet
house for sale by
owner on almost 1/2
we lot! 4 bedrooms,
3 1/2 bathrooms, large
great room wah cherry
built-iris and gas fireplace. sunroorn with
custom tile design,
dining room with trey
ceiling and wainscoting, gourmet kitchen
with cherry cabinets
with granite ()puntertops, hardwood floors,
reistorn We. crown
evading throughout
house, custom chg.
dren's playground in
backyard Custom
cabinets and surround
sound in and out of
rouse 2 car garage,
professionally landscaped. custom blinds
and drapes! If interested in see home on
605 Kingsway Court in
Woodgate Subdivision
please call 293-5959
Cri 243-0902.
FSBO 4 bed/4 bath
updated older home
with office. formal dining room and large eat
in kitchen. 1 1/2 'nee
from Murray on 1 acre
rn/1 with fenced back
yard. Hardwood floors.
new carpet arid nicety
iandscaped, $129.900
Call anytime for details
at 270-978-0881

Far flois
For sale 10 acres with
[rood in Lynn Grove.
Beautiful building site,
$6,800 per acre obo
489-2120.
11111L
IFFIer
1503 Henry St., 3 BR,
2 BA and office, completely
renovated.
gourmet kitchen, granite, stainless steel,
hardwood floors, deck,
in city limits. 8144.900
Call 761-4639 of
561-445-9422.
4 BR, 2.5 BA house.
Bonus Room, 2,500
square feet- 2212
Brookhaven Dr..
Murray
2 car garage, corner
lot Beautifully decorated, hardwood in LR &
DR. Tile in kitchen and
bathrooms.
$229,000
(270)559-0980
905 Doran Rd , 3 BR, 2
RA, brick, corner lot.
Many up-dates, new
flooring, HVAC. landscaping & hot tub. W/D
stay. $125,000 7538905. 293-4269

Open HOUIDO Saturday
May 24th 9:00-1:00. 3bedroom, 1 -bath,
1200/Sq-ft. Brick home
1-1/4 acres, CHA.
Large Fenced
Backyard, Patio
$75.000 firm
615-804-7444

NISTA& ore
AftlIRSAITt
r cosemee 6181are,
Garage Deer &write&

14 1

10 inch

Starting at S211
mounted -

Owner Grog IhmalleM
2711 24344SO

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & insured
All jobs - big or small

Call 7.
53-5606
111My MAN
07 Ford Expedition
XLT, 22K miles, like
new. 753-9508
06 Chevy Equinox LT,
burgundy,
loaded,
$10,900
753-3643,
753-6848
44 Cherokee sport,
runs good $1.450
270-492-8614

1:53-3500
MicKisanay
Ma_ Service.
100 N. Stfb
99 Buick Park Avenue
Ultra Sedan, 4 D. 3.81
supercharge, leather.
full power, local owner.
regularly
serviced.
149,000 miles. 15,500.
753-8096

Al Joe's Mower repair
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2867
ALL CanitonIfY
Remodeling, additions.
decks, home & mobile
home repair, water &
termite damage, tile &
hardwood floors. 30
yrs exp. Larry Minim
753-2353 753-0353
aopuaNce REINUR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Borer

‘,
011 II'.
\Iilttit'JI Rios.
-59-115111

1999 Ranger XLT, 4
cyl. 121k, blue, 82.500
293-7675.

BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowirig. yard cleanup shrubs, bush hog
1olors
[
111111LTII
-.
,II itt I'
ging, tilling, mulch.
grading.
C-(270)978-05-43
MURRAY Ram Estate
IMIlat -otter 6:00 (270)43696hr Licensing Class
5277
June 5-28, Weekends
753-3f00
270-223-0789. Preoa',
McKinney
$960.00 debit/ere-1/ .
'Eng. Bersteas
www americancar
WO N.flak
Cirpet & Floors
training.corn
Over di tiers exp.
Sales& Maasfiselon
2004 Hams Classic 28'
?lee 2.4
Of kis wars if ma
Rote Bole with pre'sirens Imaars ferred luxury package
753-7728
itivesilski
depth sounder, rear
NADEAU'S
fateisa.
entry, 25 tubes. hour
Construction
Matt.11amiage
meter (29(hrs.), lifting
•Floonng *Decks
strakes. 2004 Evinrude
2934972
*Vinyl siding *All
175HP with transferHome Improvements
able warranty good
REDUCED,
(270197S-2111
through 7/9/2009. Soft
LAKE house, Three
Licensed/insured
ride trailer. $26,000
bedroom 2 bath with
nadeauconstruction net
73 I -707-0537.
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
87 Glastron 16' ski
storage shed, floating
boat, 88 HP Evinnide
boat dock, concrete
with low hours, garage
ramp.
boat
kept,
in
excellent
$248,500.00.
Call
shape, economical fun
753-2905 or 293-8595.
270-210-4219.
270-293-5624
RENT to own, 3 BR, 2
FUTRELL'S Tree
BA,2 story, garages, in
Service
ground pool, 5 acres.
Trimming,
removal.
270-559-1248.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
LAM
AM 1 .
AWN sERVI(.1
489-2839
Mowing Manicuring,
-land*.aping &
It'll 1, a. owning
SaIrstar tion ludoanteod
• weekly &
pickups
753-1.816 221-8611
•lor.ally ow ned/operaled

[

cr-d

-05 UTX 1300, 6,200
miles. bug windshield.
custom paint. sharp
270.293-1444.
1981 Yamaha 250
Motorcycle $900, low
mileage and great on
gas, 270-527-6918 or
270-293-8827.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 875,00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

• Residentai and Commercial
•Electrical Repair and Construction
•Secunty and Camera Systems
N.,
•
•24 Hour Service
••• Licensed and Insured
-Free Estimates-

759-1151 293-2783
293-2784
!tallithim
•
3301 St. Rt 12144.
753-8087

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

ItICKNIAll

PARKER Excavating
Bank gravel fill dirt &
top soil 127012933252

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Cal Brian at
270-705-4156

It

1
Lami
Mowing
Lowest prices
mulch, other
services also
227-8658 Cell

800 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY

753-9562
436-2867 Lambe
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc.
Insured.

99 Ford Ranger super..
cab. 4 DR. 821K moles
loaded sharp. $6,200
978-1548
1 \1 \II lit \ It
1.51 It I RI I It I '

-- -

24 mot 11111VIC1

01
Ford
Ranger
extended cab, step
side, great condition,
13,500 obo.
270-293-8053.

2162.
FSBO: Comer Let #27
(.47 acre) Saddle
Subdivision.,
Creek
Gibbs Stole Rd. &
Atkins Way, Murray.
$32,000 obo.
270-759-4209.

USED TIRES

• Owl&
Few
•Ar Comarii.IWEN •&gm Ameuicing
• WEI Weds•Reastwee Ammo,
ALL TgE LATEr E7.-:PfElr
MIN
:1 MDT 3E7 :7E'

repair and used tires,
along with welding,
auto, home repair 270227-4325

Sou

For sale: 3 BR, 1 BA.
brick home. East ode
of Murray. 270-227-

NION UAW
MININSTORAN
°All

__ _•_ • • _
(wisiscsi,ILYZIE Aourcirscom)

Tim

YARD SALE
220 OAKCREST

4.000 sq. ft. warehouse available month
to month.
270-832-0012.

houses For Rem

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Ited

270-751-552

2.000 sq ft. of retail or
office space 13 401
Maple St.. or the
square in Murray.
270-978-0698.

VERY large, 3 BR 2
BA with garage 908
20th St $750 per
month 759-4529

I.

▪ For Rae

• ;iso St RI 121S
Murray KY 42071

i

se

Northerr
furnished
included
:er 500
D1

2x2
Ooe Day $18.00
Two Days S28.00
Three Days $35.00

I

SMALL 113R. nonsmoking apt upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no pets
$260/mo. 753-5980

I

YARD SALE
k2
One Day $11.00
Two Days $16.00
Three Days $20.00

FRIDAY

ys 63,500
ycles
Imo
sch Can

Finance'''
near lake
r Rd , New
$3,950
95/month
fly Broker
29

GOATS Mr sate 270293-9046. 270-7050502

t r:AawWW hum Nan
'Ciirtura,e Cavaltedi
,
.tir40 Lepairs
!207, Sou-att 18St et.

90.

N Foists

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

3 & 4 BR townhouses.
$630-900 per month.
No pets Includes
washer/dryer
use:in/stove. dishwasher and refrigerator
CaVA Utikees riot
included. Meadowlark
Townhouses.
(270)348-0458

SCN
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GARAGE SALE
2787 BROOKS CHAPER RD,
DEXTER, KY
293-9426
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Girls clothing i12 24 months), play pen, camper
bags other- baby items, maternity clothes, men
& women clothing. entertainment °wow
household ISMS, al in one pnrier, keyboard &
Sat panel sports equipment, womens golf clubs
C boy :
,
,ottbatt gloves bag & bets, bowling
shoes stepsicie rails for pock-up, ICIS MOM

Rue

30* Mute
by range
awer Had
100000
triton In
washer, 4
oho

CAT
I
ADDY'S
yr SOIL
uney has
Tghverit

Ledger & Times

NVIIHICTION. uiiu AV
270-752-0313
Owner'Contractor: Luke Thekman
Residential Construction of
New Homes,Additions & Remodeling
•Guaranteed professional & reliable service
'Insured
*Competitive & reasonable pncing

Home
Improvement

TROYER'S
Constr-otion. Pole
barns. shingles, metal
roofing, Daniel Troyer
('270(804-6884

Wale( Damaged Roofs
71races 8 Flax Jos&
Fleenor:sang & Plumbing
We Do :mutant* Won
Yea & blesserCari4a:ertis

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free esti•
mates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Nerescope
HAPPY

BIRTHDAY

FREE Borde, Collie
brad puppies,
270-227-2727

bv Jamollbe Nor
for

Thursday. June 5, 2008:
You might make more of splash
this year than you intended to.
Try for a touch of conservatism.
You easily could let go and
indulge, choosing one or two
favorite areas. Spending could
go overboard. Be careful with
investments
involving
real
estate. They might be very long
to come to fruition. If you are
single, your happy, indulgent
ways attract many. An interesting person will appear on the
scene this winter If you are
attached, the two of you could
have a great time together. hut
you could let a lot of important
goals fall to the wayside and not
even care' CANCER feels good
around you.

The Stars Show

the kind of
Day You'll Have: 5 - Dynamtc:
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so:
Difficult
-

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** If you feel the need to
stay close to home, do so. You
can probably get a lot done from
your pad, even if it isn't work.
Cutting back and slowing your
pace is a perfect decision.
Someone strolls into your life,
adding a lot of action today or in
the near future. Tonight: Make
nothing difficult! Order in!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** At first you try to be
diplomatic, but later you could
toss restriction to the wayside.
You could become a tad outrageous or crazy. Perhaps in letting go, you'll understand more
about those who are more carefree Tonight: Why not go the
whole way? Try a spontaneous

party
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Relate more openly
about a money/security-related
matter. You might decide to be
cautious at first A partner
encourages you to be slightly
more indulgent. Only you can
decide. Tonight: Pick up a
favorite munchie.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You need to express
who you are to the most cornDlete level possible. At first you
-oight be conservative. but as
,he day ages, you could become
ititrageous Just make this your
lay to be! Tonight: Whatever
knocks your socks off.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Step back. You might even
want to close your door Time

taken now to reflect on drfferent
issues will come back to you in
multiples. Don't kid yourself
You'll lighten up considerably
after you see the humor in a srtuatiOn. Tonight: Rest up
soon
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
***** Though you might be
serious, you have spunk and
resilience Your sense of humor
comes out when dealing with
someone you care about deeply
A relationship could go from very
serious to simply silly in a few
hours. Tonight: Start living it up.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** A nagging doubt could
infiltrate your strong, responsible
exterior. Slow down if you
believe you have made an error
in judgment. You'll rebound with
joy when the pressure eases
Cut out and make it an early day,
Tonight. Treat a family member
to dinner out.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** A mend feels you need
to look deeper into a situation
You could feel conflicted. There
probably is no such thing as too
much knowledge. Phones ring
off the hook. Screen your calls if
need be. Tonight: Let your mind
roam, even if your body must
stay put!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21)
*A** A

partner has surprising
resources. New
beginnings
come from out of nowhere if you
defer to others and don't try to
control a situation You become
joyous as the day ends Tonight
Togetherness builds
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Defer to others today
Listen to feedback from various
sources. Many people revolve
around you. Though you might
try lo detach, that attitude won't
work for long Count on being a
player. not an observer. Tonight
Fun and games
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Focus on what you can
do even if an associate is slightly tight or refusing to relax with
you You discover that the sense
of accomplishment feels great
as you keep zeroing in again
and again on one other task.
Tonight: Easy does it.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Others might be
somber, but that doesn't mean
you need to be. Loosen up and
relax with a child or new friend.
Laughter abounds. If you're really trying to work, focus on a creative project. You need to let
your
imagination
wander.
Tonight: So what (fit's Thursday
night" Act like it is Friday.
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Loll.Back
10 years ago
five years sports information
John Peck was named ?Cit- director at Austin Peay. State
izen of the Year" by the Mur- University, Clarksv de. Tenn . has
ray-Calloway County Chamber been named to a similar posiof Commerce at the 71st annu- tion at Murray State Universial banquet. Tripp and Sharon ty.
Furches were recognized as
40 years ago
Agnculturist of the Year
Calloway County Health
Published is a picture of Department will give free chest
Tom Crowell guiding a tiller x-rays on June 5 at the health
through his vegetable garden at department building at North
his home on Ky. 12! South. 7th and Olive Streets.
The photo was by Staff PhoDennis Michael Burkeen, son
tographer Bernard Kane.
of Mr. and Mrs. William BurMr. and Mrs. Alfred Williams keen of Murray, is serving on
y.tll be married for 50 years the USS Advance Mine SweepJune 11
er at Long Beach, Calif. He com20 years ago
pleted his boot training at Great
Published is a picture of Lakes, Ill.
Sandy Linn, youth services
Births repotted include a boy
librarian, talking with a group to Rev. and Mrs_ Harry Betts,
of 170 youngsters in the Sum- May 31
mer Reading Program at the
50 years ago
Calloway County Public Library.
The Calloway County FisWanda Brown and Mary Bain cal Court has voted to deed 12
were winners of the annual feet of the courtyard to the city
George and Lochie Hart Memo- of Murray for the purpose of
rial Golf Tournament for Ladies widening the streets around the
at the Murray Country Club.
courtsquare, according to CalBirths reported include a girl loway. County Judge Waylon
to Brenda and James Garrott, Rayburn.
May 28: a girl to Glenda and
Julie Ann Hawkins and Gene
Raymond Musser, May 29; a Loving were married May 31
boy to Cecilia and Randy Mur- at College Presbyterian Church,
phy, May 30: a girl to Kim- Murray.
berly and Thomas Stalls, June
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. R.C. Snell Jr..
30 years ago
May 9.
Published is a picture of
60 years ago
Maude Nance, Inez Claxton,
Contracts for the construcSally Livesay and Martha Carter, tion of a bath house and picmembers of the J.N. Williams nic shelter building at KenChapter of the United Daugh- tucky Lake State Park have
ters of the Confederacy, plac- been awarded by the State Parks
ing a wreath at the statue of Division.
Robert E. Lee on the Calloway
Mr. and Mrs. Carney Hen„n.1 I ,,.men Neale repreCnaiqt_y Cram kasic, y•ani, hnnoring the confederate soldiers sented the Murray Post Office
who fought in the War Between at the annual convention of the
the States on the Confederate Kentucky Federation of Post
Memorial Day observance. The Office Clerks held at Louisville.
photo was by Staff PhotograBirths reported include a girl
pher Jennie B. Gordon.
to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd CunDoug Nance, for the past ningham, May 29

COMICS / FEATURES
Young mother feels the urge
to take break from parenting
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 20year-old single mom of a 17month-old son. I love my baby
dearly. but
lately I feel
I'm missing
out on life.
I feel like I
need to go
out on my
own
and
find myself
Before I got
Dear Abby pregnant I
had plans to
go to colBy Abigail
Van Buren
lege, work
abroad and
experience life. My mom says
if I do it. I would be running
away. that I can't take a break
from being a mom, even for
a little while, and come back
and be a mom again. I know
being a parent means all or
nothing. but I'm still just a
kid myself.
If I did leave. I'd go somewhere and use that time effectively. I have thought about
going to school in Colorado
where I could experience something different and give myself
a shot at a better career. Would
it be running away and leaving my baby if I did that? - YOUNG AND RESTLESS
IN IDAHO
AND
YOUNG
DEAR
RESTLESS: Your mother is
nght. You are responsible for
the welfare and emotional
development ef ;oat tiohy.
While this does not mean you
can't have some social life,
please recognize that your son
needs consistency. He should
not be left for an extended
period of time. Take the college courses, but take them

locally Foreign travel to 'find
yourself' will have to wait
because leaving your son now
could cause lifelong repercussions.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I have lived
on a golf course for the last
five years, but golf -- or any
sport, for that matter -- has
never interested me. My parents and the rest of my family can't get enough of golf.
I have given it many tries,
including being forced into
going to two golf camps and
playing the game. My parents
know I don't like golf -- I
have told them -- but they
keep on insisting I 'give it a
try." (I have for five years I
just don't enjoy it.) And to
top it off they want me to go
golfing once a week.
I try to please them. I go
to church, get straight A's,
respect them and dø my chores.
But they constantly nag me
about the rest of the family
enjoying it, and it makes me
feel guilty for being a black
sheep. Are my parents asking
too much, or am I being selfish?
TEED OFF IN MIDDLETOWN, DEL.
DEAR TEED OFF: You
are intelligent and obviously
a high achiever. But nowhere
in your letter did you mention that you are in any way
physically active, which may
be what concerns your parcats.
ata,aa
important it is for young people to get at least an hour a
day of cardiovascular exercise.
Please consider what I'm saying. If you are adamant about
disliking golf, perhaps you can
make a deal with your family to engage in some other physical activity that interests you.

dreds, possibly thousands, of people.
Ten years ago: A federal judge
sentenced Terry Nichols to life in
prison for his role in the Oklahoma City bombing. Americans
aboard the shuttle Discovery
arrived at the Russian space station Mir to pick up U.S. astronaut Andrew Thomas, who'd spent
four months in orbit.
Five years ago: President Bush
held landmark meetings with the
Israeli and Palestinian prime ministers, hoping to advance a Middle East peace plan after winning
new support from top Arab leaders Martha Stewart stepped down
as head of her media empire,
hours after federal prosecutors in
New York charged her with
obstruction of justice. conspiracy.
securities fraud and lying to investigators.

DEAR ABBY: I just turned
IS, and everyone in my family gave me great presents. I'd
like to write them thank-you
notes instead ofjust telling them
that I am grateful. But. I'm
not sure if writing thank-you
notes to my parents and siblings is too formal. Are these
notes written to close family?
-- EMILY IN DALLAS
EMILY: They
DEAR
absolutely are. Not only should
you write those thank-you
notes, you may be surprised
to find later on that family
members treasured and kept
every single one you wrote.

ToIayInIIststy
By The Associated Preas
Today is Wednesday. June 4.
the 156th day of 2008. Them are
110 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On June 4, 1942, the Pacific
Battle of Midway began during
World War
three days later.
American naval forces claimed a
decisive victory over the Japan-

incorporated in San Francisco.
In 1896, Henry Ford made a
successful pre-dawn test run of
his horseless carnage, called a
"quadricycle.” through the streets
of Detroit.
In 1939. the German ocean
Liner St. Louis, carrying more than
900 Jewish refugees from Germany.
was turned away from the Florida coast by U.S. officials.
In 1940. the Allied military
evacuation from Dunkirk. France.
ended.
In 1954, French Premier Joseph
Laniel and Vietnamese Premier Buu
Loc signed treaties in Pans according -complete independence- to
Vietnam.
In 1979, Joe Clark of the Progressive Conservatives became the
16th prime minister of Canada.
In 1989. Chinese army troops
stormed Beijing to crush a prodemocracy movement, killing hun-

On this date:
In 1783, the Montgolfic brothers first publicly demonstrated their
hot-an balloon, which did not
cany any passengers, over Annonay. France.
In 1784, opera singer Elizabeth Thible became the first woman
to fly aboard a Montgolfier hotair balloon, over Lyon, France,
In 1878, the Ottoman Empire
turned over control of Cyprus to
the Bntish.
In 1892, the Sierra Club was
I3/I3Y El L.

E_

ei
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Clove oil eases
mouth pain
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a
big fan of the home remedies
you print and would like to
contribute one that you might
not be aware of.
I recently had a molar surgically removed. This was the
first tooth I
had extracted. and I had
no idea what
to expect. I
had a lot of
pain the first
two
days.
which is normal, but by
Dr. Gott the sixth day.
the pain had
not subsided
By
Dr. Peter Gott at all. I was
miserable I
went back to my dentist, who
informed me I had a dry socket. He packed it with a paste,
which gave me immediate relief.
The next night. the pain was
back, and I was miserable again.
My father told me of a dry
socket he had about 30 years
ago, and at that time the dentist packed it with cloves. I had
a friend pick me up a bottle
of clove oil. I used it, and, in
about 15 minutes. the pain completely subsided! I must admit
that clove oil doesn't taste very
good, but the way I minimized
the taste was by dipping the
end of a Q-tip in the bottle
and then gently putting it in
the hole and letting it rest there
for about 30 seconds, being
..arcful raiz to :ouch the refit of
my mouth with it. Also, I didn't eat or drink for an hour
after use.

The clove oil was less than
$4 a bottle, it worked nearly
immediately. and I didn't have
to make a trip to the dentist. I
did consult him, and he advised
me it was perfectly safe and
that clove oil is the main ingredient in the paste he used to
pack the area when I was in
his office. After he feund out
how well it worked for me, he
indicated he would share the
advice with his patients
I hope you share this with
your readers, because the dry
socket was one of the most
painful experiences I've ever
had.
DEAR READER: Clove oil,
with its bacteria-fighting properties, has traditionally been
used by dentists for countless
years during dental procedures.
As you have discovered, treatment with clove oil brings almost
immediate relief from an aching
tooth or dry socket. In fact, if
you don't have clove oil in
your medicine chest, reach for
the box of whole cloves in your
kitchen cabinet. Yes. I'm talking about the cloves used to
flavor a ham prior to baking.
Wrap one or two whole cloves
in a small gauze pad. and place
the pad on or as close to the
painful area as possible. Allow
it to remain in place so the
clove can do its work and bring
relief.
I assume your dentist advised
you against smoking (if you do)
following the extraction, since
the habit could certainly lead
to a dry socket. The clove oil
remedy is effective, safe and
reasonable.

Caitractilridge
South dealer.
for South to rebid a four-card suit
Neither side vulnerable.
that has not been supported. ThereNORTH
fore, the three-spade hid implies a
five-card suit.
•K 2
VK
Once this determination has been
•.1 8 5
made, North asks himself why South
•K 10 9 8 5 4 2
bid one diamond initially rather than
WEST
one spade. South cannot have five of
EAST
•I07
each suit, in which case spades
&I 6 5 4
IP
A
1110 9 8 3 2
Q 76 5
the higher-ranking suit — would
•Q 96
•2
have been named first. Since South
+Q63
*A .1 7
did bid a diamond, North should condude that South's diamonds are
SOUTH
tliAQ983
longer than his spades.
If 1 4
Proper play produces ii tricks
•AK 1074 1
even though both the diamonds and
spades break unfavorably. Last wins
•—
The bidding:
the heart lead and returns a trump.
North East
Ikclarer takes the ace and ruffs a
South
West
Pass
2•
Pass
heart in dummy. This leaves dummy
l•
Pass
3•
Pass
with the lone jack of trumps.
2•
Pass
South is threatened with a possiPass
4•
3•
ble diamond loser as well as a spade
5•
loser.
If he cashes the king and does
Opening lead
ten of hearts.
There are times when a 6-5 distri- not catch the queen, his hopes will
bution can be described in just three then rest on losing no spade tricks.
Instead of subjecting himself to
bids. Whenever the six-card suit is
lower in rank than the five-card suit, the whims of fate, South uses the
jack
of trumps in dummy for another
procedure
for
there is a standard
purpose. The king and ace of spades
identifying the 6-5 shape.
In the bidding shown, South's are cashed, and a low spade is ruffed
three-spade bid is the key to his 6-5 with the diamond jack as West disdistribution When South first men- cards a heart (it doesn't help West to
tions his spades at the tvo-lei,el, ruff with the queen).
Only a tramp trick can now be
North has every right to assume
lost, since declarer's remaining
South has only a four-card suit
But when South next tebids three spades are good. In effect, South telspades, this assumption becomes escopes his two potential losers into
invalid, as it would not make sense one.
Tomorrow: Plays that go against the grain.

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
•••
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1 Casually
5 Periscope site
8 Dazzles
12 Conforming
to facts
13 Left Bank pal
14 Orchestra
member
15 Well-behaved
kid
16 Be overdue
17 Tumult
18 Yanks at
20 Muser's mumbling
22 Internet search
engine
24 "Grand —
Opry"
27 Thespian's
quest30
Rode
the shuttle
32 Public meeting
places
33 — and tonic
34 Remain
1
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1 — be an honor'
2 Lemon candy
3 Humdinger
4 Football cheer
5 Chili pepper dip
6 "Pulp Fiction"
name
7 Wiid sheep
8 Robin'; snack
5
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35 Cochise and
Get onimc
37 Organ valve
38 Md neighbor
39 Late summer
flower
41 Invoice no
42 Mountain chain
46 Tie down
49 Footed vase
51 Thorny shrub
53 Aspirin target
54 Future fish
55 Not hard
56 View as
57 Dawn goddess
58 Mirth
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9 Geisha's tie
10 Whisper sweet
nothings
11 Embed
19 Soap
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21 Crowd
23 Raise.
as a sail
24 Dog in 'Beetle
Bailey'
25 Spring up
26 Ben & Jerry
nval
27 Compete in a
rodeo
28 Vaccine type
29 Resinous
deposit
31 Hobby ender
32 Current rage
33 Give a high
sign
36 Buffet standby
37 Hindu title
40 Fish-eating
eagles
41 Beg pardonl
43 Remnant
44 Hockey score
45 Latin verb
46 Youth
47 Make a hole in
one
48 'Murder. —
Wrote'
50 Aussie jumper
52 iris locale
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IT IS WITH A HEAVY HEART THAT I'M RETIRING. I'M GOING TO MISS THE RELATIONSHIPS I
HAVE WITH THE COACHES AND THE PLAYERS, NOT ONLY WHEN THEY'RE PLAYING SPORTS, BUT
HERE AT SCHOOL. I REALLY LOVE THE KIDS, AND THE COACHES ARE SOME OF MY BEST

SALUTE

Murray plans to name a new
basketball head coach by
ntxt Friday. principal Teresa
SPeed said Tuesday.
The position has been
vacant since May 12, when
David Fields resigned after
accepting the athletic director
position at the high school.
-We're approaching three
weeks now, so we're wanting
to get something done in the
next week," Fields said.
A hiring committee headed
by Speed is in the process of
conducting interviews with the
four finalists this week. Two
interviews have already been
completed and two more will
be held later this week.
The chosen candidate will
also be a full-time faculty
Soeed said.
The next coach will inherit a
team that will have to rebuild
from the loss of three senior
starters. The Tigers will return
four experienced players, however, in guards Cole Hurt and
Blake Darnall and forwards
Aaron Jones and Kwame
Duffy.
'"We're looking for somehi:14y who's capable of building
a program from the ground up,"
Fields said. "That's why we're
taking our time with this. We
want to make sure we find the
right person.
, "Obviously, it's a schoolwide hire because they have to
Rich, so there's lots of factors
art go into the process."
The committee is made tip
of individuals appointed by
Speed. including superintendent Bob Rogers.
See COACH,2C

ST. LOUIS 6,
WASHINGTON 1
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Bill Cowan. who served as athletics director at Calloway County High School for the last 20 years, retired at the end of the school year. Citing a desire
to spend more time with his grandchildren, who reside as far away as Texas, Cowan said retirement would give him an opportunity to travel and reconnect with family.

COL. BILL COWAN LEAVES LONGTIME POST AS LAKERS' AD
By TOMMY DIL LARD
Sports Writer

NICK WASS I AP
Kyle Lohse delivers a pitch
against Washington during
the second inning Tuesday
night in Washington.

Rain,
rain goes
away
REDBIRDS WAIT
OUT WET STUFF TO
BEAT NATIONALS
By JOSEPH WHITE
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Given the forecast, the St
Louis Cardinals knew they
might be in a race against time
to play the necessary five
innings for an official game.
They only wish the grounds
crew had been more cooperative.
'The Cardinals' biggest hurdles Tuesday night were
Mother Nature and the people
working the tarp in a 6-1 victory over the Washington
Nationals, whose comedic performance did little to provide
any resistance to the visitors.
si See CARDINALS, 2C

For Bill Cowan, retirement has become a running
joke around the offices of Calloway County High
School.
This time, however, it's no laughing matter.
The Laker athletic director and Army veteran,
affectionately known as Colonel, announced last
week he will be leaving the position after 20 years.
It is a decision that hasn't come
without much deliberation, however.
"I pondered it for the last two or
three years and it's been a standing joke
around here that I'm going to retire, but
then I don't retire," Cowan said, laughing. "Nobody's believed it. They probably still don't believe it. But there
comes a time and I just felt like this was
the right time."
Citing a desire to spend more time
with his grandchildren, who reside as
far away as Texas, Cowan said retirement would give him an opportunity to
travel and reconnect with family.
Throughout his tenure at Calloway
County, Cowan has worn multiple hats.
After serving a 21 -year career as an
Armor officer in the U.S. Army, he
came to the school system to head up
the Junior ROTC program in 1987.
One year later, he became the athletic director. Cowan remained in charge
of the JROTC until 1992, when he
began teaching history at the high
school. He became an administrator in
1998.
During his tenure as an athletic
director, Laker teams have won numerous region championships and one state
softball title in 2004.
While he looks forward to retirement, Cowan said he leaves Calloway
County with bittersweet sentiments.
"It is with a heavy heart that I'm
retiring," he said. "I'm going to miss
the relationships I have with the coach-

es and the players, not only when
they're playing sports, but here at
school. I really love the kids, and the
coaches are some of my best friends."
Taking over as A.D. in 1988, Cowan
has overseen plenty of growth ir Laker
athletics. When he assumed the position, boys' and girls' soccer programs
were in their infantile stages at
Calloway and Cowan later was responsible for bringing volleyball, swimming and wrestling to the school.
Athletic facilities have also undergone quite a few upgrades during
Cowan's tenure. The Jim Nix Soccer
Complex and the Lady Laker softball
field were both constructed during his
time.
Lights were also installed at the soccer complex and later added to the
baseball and softball fields during a
flurry of growth that was sparked by a
dark night of soccer on the fields of
North Elementary School_
"When I took over, we didn't have a
soccer field here and so we played out
at North," Cowan recalls. "About the
second year I was here, we hosted the
region tournament out there. It was
your classic field of dreams — the light
poles were old telephone poles. We
were playing along and then all the
sudden one of the transformers blew
out and it was pitch black. It took about
four hours for the electric company to
get out there and fix it.
"That was enough incentive for us to

relocate and build a soccer field up here
and put lights on it. After that, Coach
Morris put lights on the baseball field
Not too long after that, we built the
softball field and everything took off
from there."
Despite the many new facilities
added. Cowan says one of his crowning
achievements was installing the white
picket fence that now surrounds Jack
D. Rose Stadium.
"That is one I'm most proud of
because it took me about 10 years to
convince the school board to do it," he
said. -They kept saying if we put a
fence up out there, it'll just change the
aesthetics and nothing would be the
same. I think now that we've got the
fence, they want to put a fence up like
that all around campus."
While Cowan leaves behind a legacy of new facilities, he says it is the
increase of available sports that he is
most proud of.
His Laker squads have done their
fair share of winning over the years, but
Cowan says he has learned to view
championships and winning records as
simply icing on the cake.
-There are a lot of things I've been
proud of in my tenure, but one has been
adding these other sports because it
provides young people the opporunity
to play sports," he said. "I really think
the discipline and the camaraderie that
you learn from playing sports in high
school, you can apply it in a lot of other

It was a wonderful experialltr standing ap eterfl In the wee
hours ofthe nundet,watchIng them
beet a team that was supposed to
who the state championship. That
1400410111' spirit canoe out
and the takers won. 111 never
forget that enumeed. Never,

yy

— Bill Cowan
Former CCHS athletics director
on the school's state softball
title in 2004
areas of life."
Head football coach Josh McKee!, a
fomier student of Cowan's, has been
named as his successor. After leading
the Lakers to their first playoff victory
since 1997. McKeel will continue to
coach the Lakers on the gridiron while
also taking on athletic director responsibilities.
Cowan said he will remain available
to assist McKee! when necessary, especially during football season. In
McKeel. Cowan said he believes he's
leaving the program in more than capable hands.
"I probably wouldn't retire if he
wasn't the one taking over," Cowan
said. "He knows and understands what
needs to be done here. In mans
respects, he's been an assistant A.D. for
the last year or so anyway.
Under Cowan's watch, Calloway
won one of two state championships in
school history when the softball team
took two out of three games against
Owensboro Catholic in the state final in
2004.
Due to rain delays, the championship game didn't end until nearly
2:30 a.m., a moment Cowan says will
remain his most treasured as a Laker.
"It was a wonderful experience.
standing up there in the wee hours of
the morning, watching them beat a
team that was supposed to win the state
championship," he said. "That
"Hoosiers" spirit came out and the
Lakers won.
"I'll never forget that mi,ment
Never."
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needs
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start.
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hack nationally.
signed

with

the

Cardinals the day before former
coach Bobby Petrino left for the
Falcons

in

January

2007, choosing Louisville over
Iowa and Tennessee. But he
needed shoulder surgery after
his senior year of high school
and redshirted last year. Leg
EPIC wALKEnteoger & Times
SPEED RACER: Marne Loosenort, of Hazel, rides her horse, Dasher, around a barrel
dunng last night's A F. "Skeet" Myers Horse Show at the Murray-Calloway County Fair.

injuries

also

hampered

him,

including a pulled muscle during spring drills that sidelined
him for this year's spring game.
Martin hasn't decided on a
new school yet. He will have to
Sit out the upcoming season

BELMONT STAKES

Jockey rides Big Brown best in the afternoon

under NCAA transfer rules. He
told The Courier-Journal he'll
use the time to get healthy.

"I let Kent breeze the horse once or twice,"

By MIKE FARRELL

Dutrow said. "I'll never let him do it again. It's the

For The Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — Trainer Rick Dutrow Jr.

only times I've not seen the horse any good on the

loves the way Kent Desonneaux rides Big Brown

track. Michelle does a tremendous job with the

in the afternoon.

horse."
Desonneaux got his chance in the spring when

Big Brown and Desormeaux have reeled off

•Cardinals
From

the

Nevin accompanied some of Dutrow's horses to

"I don't want to get down on

races in Dubai. Dutmw was horrified by what he

the grounds crew," Cardinals

the Tiiple Crown sweep Saturday in the 140th

saw at the Palm Meadows Training Center in

starter Kyle Lohse said. "But

Belmont Stakes.

Florida.

wins this

year. including

DUETOW

hates the way Desormeaux handles Big

learned that it wasn't." Ducrow said. "He had the
horse in the middle of the track and looked terrible

Brown's exercise drills.

A four-run first-inning, highlighted

by

Yadier

Molina's

That explains why exercise rider Michelle

to me. He assured me the horse was great but I

three-run homer, was all the

knew something was not the way it's supposed to

Cardinals needed in a game with

be. It was the only. time I watched Big Brown and

two rain delays totaling 2 hours,

drill in 1:00.03.

couldn't stand it."

40 minutes — 13 minutes longer
than the actual playing time. The
first wait was 1 . 51. a bit too long

Better Built Garages, Inc.
J':±1Pr:/,

"I was really concerned about
manager Tony La Russa said,
"from when it stopped raining,
how long before the first pitch

11111201ZIMIIMILS

happy' about that, either.Eventually. the rain did sub-
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side, and the few hardy souls
that remained got to see the
Cardinals complete a successful
start to a nine-game road trip.
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something

they

hadn't

done

since Friday: Score.
The

22-inning

Nationals'

drought, which included backto-back
Arizona,

shutout
ended

losses
on

at

Tuesday's Grimes
Houston 2, Pittsburgh 0
Pheadelphia 3. Cmontsaa 2
Atlanta 5 Rondo 4
St LOOS 6 Washington. I
Milwaukee 7. Anz,na 1
Chmego Cubs 9 Sar. Diego 6
Cxeoracto 3 LA Dodgers 0
NY Mets 9, San Franclsoo 6
Wednesday's Games
Florida (Hendrickson 7-3) at Atlanta
(Glavin. 2-2). 12 05 P-n1
Anzona(Owngs 6-31 at Marmara"
,Pana 3-2). 1,35 p.m
Colorado (Codk 7-3) at L A Dodgers
IKerstum 0.01,2 10 p.m
NY Med (Mane 5-4) at San Francisco
(Cain 2-3), 2 45 p.m
Houston lOseall 4-5) at Petsburgh
(Duke 2-4) 605 p.m
Cinnamon (Volduez 7-21 at Philadothia
(Myers 3-6), 605 p m.
St Louis (Wellemeyer 6-1) al
warnangion (Lannon 4-5). 610 prn
Chimp:,Cubs (Lilly 5-4) at San Diego
(Aladdin 3-4), 905 pm
Thumbs's Wawa
Cmarman (Bailey 0-0) M Philadelphia
(Hanle& 5-4), 1205 p m
Houston (Bade 4-6) at Pittsburgh
(Maholm 3-5). 6-05 p m
Florida (Nolao;o 5-3) at Atlanta
(Jurreins 5-3i. 6 10 p m
St Louis (Pansi 0-2) at Washington
(Redding 6-3). 6 10 p
N.Y Mets iPeltrey 2-61 at San Diego
(Banks 2-01 9-05 p rn
Chicago Cubs(Dempster 7-2) at L.A
Dodgers (Billingsley 4-01 9 10 p rn
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•I The Murray State soccer team *4 hold its camp June 23-27.
There we be a gins individual day camp and a mint camp held from 9
a.m to noon and a Goalkeeper and Goaiscorer day camp held from
5:15 to 7:30 p.m. Further information and an application form can be
found on goracers.com. For more information, call 909-7041 or e-mai)
kevin.botterill0mune ystate edit .

•The Murray State University baseball pitOrarb and catchers camp
will begin next Monday beginning al 9 a.m and run until Noon at
Reagan Field The camp concludes on Tuesday The cost of the camp
is $50.00 for grades first through eighth.
On June 11th and 1211. the Thoroughbreds will host a hitting camp
for graces first through eighth and will run from 9 am. until Noon.
On June 16th through the 19th, there wit be an All-Skills camp,
which wilt cost $100.00 frrn grades first through eighth and MI start at 9
a.m, and conclude at noon.
III The Lit' Lady Colonel Classic fastpitth softball toutrarnent will be
he/
1
41 at Ile Breaker Park in Hopturisville June 27-29. The deadline to
register a team is June 10. There wik be five divisions — 10u. 12u, 14u,
etu aute, 180. The entry fee ts $240. For more information. call (270)
839-4953.

•Coach
coaching hire the school has
made this year. Steve Duncan
was hired as head football coach
in February after Lee Edwards
accepted

a

job

at

Harding

University.
Murray also must hire two
new assistant coaches to work
under the new head man

Tim

Haworth and Jared Hamlin, who
worked under Fields last season,

Ixe alaitfae&2

have both parted ways with the
program.
Haworth took a coaching job

Call us today for a

Sullivan's
reports
scramble scores

FREE home inspection
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Sullivan's Par 3 hosted the
ladies' tour-person scramble on
Monday. June 2 with 14 players.
The winning tram consisted
of Jamie Mullins, Judy Skinner,
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Paschall

"We're trying to wait until
we can get somebody in here
before we do anything like (hiring assistants)." Fields said.
'The head job is the most important."
Fields led the Tigers to a 42-.
38 record over three seasons and
a 19-8 mail in his final season.

they

beat

10811

Somerset

before
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Terry Buffer
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Staff Report

Betty

at Hopkinsville and Hamlin is
not coaching.

The past year included a berth in
the All "A- State Tournament
for Fields and Murray. where

and

Evelyn

Blivins with a score of threeunder Jamie Mullins had two
chip-ins on holes two and 10.
The team of Mary Barton.
Freda Elkins. Linda Demrow.
and Loretta Mann had an even
score Gayle Weaver was closest
to the pin on No 5

ESPN2
Light heavyweighrls 'ruse'
Mack 1'24-2-21 is Dane( Judah ;22 ?
31. al New VOrIc Isanne-ciay. tape',
COLLEOE
7.
pSOFTSALL
ESPN2 - World Series game 3,
learns IBA at Oklahoma CS', ;if nec
essary
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6p m
ESPN - lamoe Ela, A' Flow,
9p m
WGN - Chicag(. Cur,'. at San Dre,y.
NHL HOCKEY
7 pat.
NBC - Playoffs. Mats. game 6
Detroit at Pittsburgh
necessary)
SOCCER
4 30 p.m
ESPN2
Men's national learns U S
as Spain al Santander Spier same
day Open
r

Ladies are invited to join the
scramble
every

four-person

Monday morning at 8:30.

2003-04 an

roughly 32 percent

•MOCSA is holding tryouts for the upcoming year for any children
interested in playing on a competitive SOCCer team. Right now, there are
119, 1112 and U13 boys' teams and U10, 1111 and 1113 gins' teams.
Tryouts wit be June 7, June 14 and June 21 at 1 p.m, at the concession
stand at Bee Creek Soccer Complex. Bring water, ball, all your gear and
come try out. Please contact Andrew/ Gullixson for additional information
at (270! 227-1518 or e-mail at ancinswgiiiixsonepeopienc corn.
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for a Cardinals team sitting on a
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Nevin was aboard Tuesday when Big Brown had
his final wovicout for the Belmont. a five-furlong

2 Car

Tweedey's Ganes
Boston 7 Tampa Bay 4
Toronto 9 N V Yankees 3
Texas 12 Cleveland 7
Bailirnore 5. Mnnesota 3
Chicago White Sor. 9, Kansas City 5
Oakland 5. Dame 4. 1 1 innings
L A Angels 5. Seattle 4
Wednesday's Goma
DeWitt ?Robertson 3-51 at Oakland
(Duct-ocher*. 44), 235 pm
LA Angels (Jet Weaver 4-61 at Seattle
(Sava 3-5), 3 40 p.m
Tampa Say (Jackaon 3-41 at Boston
(Bedkell 5-4), 6:05 dm
Toronto (Litsch 7-1) at N S Yankees
(Musette 8-4).805 p.m
Clivsland (Lee 8-1) at Texas (Ponson
4-1). 7135 p.m.
ntife(0 Cabrera 5-11 at Minnesota
(Peden 2-2), 710 p.m
Kansas City (Hochevar 3-5) at Chscago
While Sox (Dared 4-4). 7,11 p.m
Thrreiters Games
Toronto(McGowan 4-4) at N.Y
Yankees (Wang 6-2). 12-05 pm
Bellmore (Olson 4-1) at Minnesota
(Baker 20), 12 10 p m
Tampa Bay (Shields 4-3) at Boston
(Lester 3-3). 505 p.m.
Cleveland (Saba/hie 3-71 at Texas
("Atwood 3-3). 705 pm
Kansas City (Meths 3-7) at Chicago
Whine Sox (Contreras 5-3), 711 pm

By UNDSEY TAN
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National League Standings
AM Times COT
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Health

;tudy hints obesity
ipidemic among U.S.
!hildren has peaked

UNDSEY TANNER
stressed that it would be rift
-maMedical Writer
ture to celebrate.
CHICAGO (API -- The per"Without
a
substantial
ntage of American children decline in prevalence, the full
io are overweight or obese impact of the childhood epidempears to have leveled off after ic will continue to mount in
15-year increase, according to coming years," Ludwig said.
w figures that offer a glimmer 'That is because it can take many
hope in an otherwise dismal years for obesity-related complittle.
cations to translate into life-That is a first encouraging threatening events, including
iding in what has been heart attacks and kidney failure.
remittingly bad news," said
He co-wrote an editorial
:. David Ludwig, director of an accompanying the study in Iasi
esity clinic at Children's week's Journal of the American
)spital Boston. "But it's too Medical Association. He had no
on to know if this really role in the research.
aans we're beginning to make
The results are based on
•.aningful inroads into this epi- 8,165 children ages 2 to 19 who
rule. It may simply be a statis- participated in nationally repreal fluke."
sentative government health surIn 2003-04 and 2005-06, veys in 2003-04 and 2005-06.
aghly 32 percent of children
The surveys are considered
,.re overweight or obese, and the most accurate reflection of
percent were obese, accord- obesity levels because they are
to a study by the federal based on in-person measure!nters for Disease Control and ments, not on people's own
evention. Those levels held reporting of their height and
ally after rising without inter- weight.
anon since 1980.
CDC data repotted last year
"Maybe there is some reason showed obesity rates for men
r a little bit of optimism." said also held steady from 2003-04 to
)C researcher Cynthia Ogden. 2005-06 at about 33 percent
.• study's lead author.
after two decades of increases.
Some experts said that if the The rate fix women, 35 percent,
'cling-off is real, it could be retrained at a plateau reached in
cause more schools and par- 20133-04.
ts are emphasizing better eatThe CDC's analysis of data
habits and more exercise. for 2007-08, due next year, may
,en so, they and Ogden be the best evidence for deter-

Weighing In
A recant report from fee
Coolies lor Oreease Coned
and Prevenbon land Ii.
percentage ot U S ctrldren who
are overere501 or obese has
gut increased since 2004
Weigle prevalence among
cleadren ogee 2-11I 199lis
30.1% *In
Oseneecht or COMM
25 ".

Dr. Richard Crouch joins
Murray Medical Associates
Mumty-Calloway County Hospital has welcomed Richard Crouch, M D.. Family Practice, as
! a member of the new Murray Medical Associates
practice at the hospital
Dr. Crouch has been a member of the medical
staff at MCCH since 1978 He is board certified by
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Early diagnosis is giving
Alzheimer's a new voice

WASHINGTON I AP) —
mining what direction children's Don Hayen has a handy way of
rates are really beading, Ludwig deflecting the instant pay that
said.
comes when he reveals his
Dr. Reginald Washington, a Alzheimer's disease: "But I
children's heart specialist in haven't lost my keys all day." he
Denver and member of an
quickly jokes.
American
Academy
of
Hayen is part of a growing
Pediatrics obesity committee, new movement in Alzheimer's:
said "the counuy should be conPatients diagnosed early enough
gratulated" if the rates have in
to still be articulate and demand
fact peaked.
better care and better research.
"There are a lot of people tryThey are giving a voice to a dising to do good things to try to
ease whose victims until now
stem the tide," Washington said.
have remained largely silent,
Some schools are providing betand powerless.
ter meals and increasing physiIts a shift with big ramificacal edoearion, and Americans in tions. Alzheimer's patients are
gC1111:3
dgLc 4' dir
joining their counterparts svith
importance of fruits and vegeta- cancer and HIV to lobby
bles." be said.
Congress for more money to
On the other hand, he noted
bunt treatments. Some are advisthat be recently treated an obese ing top scientists to push for
young patient "who in three higher-stakes research even if it
days did not have a single piece means higher risks. They're
of fresh fruit.
even offering unprecedented
-We still have a long ways to
glimpses into bow a mind slowgo," he said.
ly unravels as they Nog about
their dementia.
"It's labeled incurable and
you end up being a vegetable.
People think as soon as you're
labeled that way, you are. A lot
of us aren't." says Hayen, 74, a
retired San Diego physician who
joined about 30 other earlyas the purview of the young, but stage Alzhenner's patients last
several of the projects will month for a lobbying blitz at the
nation's capital.
investigate how adults can beI
"I can still speak for those
fit
"The
-The neat thing about a video who can't
game is that it involves a challenge to reach a goal. That's why
we get fueafeeel on games That's
why we love to play them.'
Lieberman said. "We're always
striving to do better and better."

esearchers to examine how
rideo games can improve health

WASHINGTON
AP) —
hy fight the proliferation of
irxi games if you can use them
improve the nation's health?
Health researchers are lookat ways that people's obsesin with video games might be
t to good use. The Robert
nod Johnson Foundation
nouncedit will give a dozen
watch teams up to $200,000
ch for studies lasting one to
o years.
The projects will measure the
reels of playing video games
. the young and old_ For exam-

where you could actually learn
some skills or develop some
self-confidence could displace
some of the more time-wasting
video games that are out them.
That could be a win-win in
many ways," said Debra
Lieberman of the University of
California at Santa Barbara, who
oversees the university's health
games research.
Video games are often seen

the American Board of Family Medicine
Crouch will now be located in the Medical An,
Building at 300 South 8th Street. Suite 48(1 West
For more information or to schedule an appointment, call 759-4099.

More
than
5
million
Americans are estimated to be
living with Alzheimer's disease,
although no one knows how
many have been diagnosed. But
research suggests as many as
half of Alzheimer's sufferers
may be in the disease's early
stages. Doctors say they've
begun diagnosing far more people who still have years of independent hying ahead them than
they did just a few years ago.
And
this
week,
the
Alzheimer's Association begins
pilot-testing a campaign in three
cities — Richmond, Va.,
Minneapolis and Oklahoma City
— aimed at increasing early
diagnosis. "Know the signs —
early detection matters," advertising will urge.
Diagnose; can be difficult.
There is no single test for
dementia. Memory problems
aren't always even the obvious
first symptom: Hayen cites
unprovoked anger and discirientation.
But early detection gives
people a chance to titan for their
future care while they still have
the mental capacity to do so.
It also highlights some harsh
unknowns. For example, do you
medicate right away? Today's
drugs merely alleviate s-yinptoms for a temporary period.
"It's going to work a year or
two and for whatever reason, it
fades out. The question

becomes,'Do you want to use a
now or wait until you become
more symptomatic and maybe
people are talking about your
driving privileges?" says Dr.
Ronald Petersen, an Alzheimer's
specialist at the Mayo Clinic.
Nor are there many support
groups or research studies for
high-functioning patients. Even
the Alzheimer's Association
acknowledges that until recently. its main focus in education
and even legislative efforts for
such things as respite care has
been aimed at caregivers, not
patients directly.
-What we're hearing from
people with early-stage is they
want that same level of attention." says program director Dr.
Peter Reed, who monitored four
meetings around the country
that gathered about 3(1) such
patients to advise the association
about their needs.
One message: A huge hurdle
is the stigma of a disease known
mostly for its devastating end
stage.
"Automatically people look
at you like you're stupid." fumes
Kris Bakowski, 52, of Athens.
Ga., who was diagnosed at the
unusually young age of 46 and
had to sue to keep her job for
alniost two extra years, until her
symptoms worsened. "Five minutes ago, you were carrying on a
conversation. Now they see a
big 'A' on your forehead"

2008 Wellness Conference
Implementing Wellness into your.
Workplace and Community

II Researchers at Cornell
iiversity will study how a
*de phone game rewarding
althy eating and exercise will
fluence children's behavior.
at
the
II Researchers
nversity of Florida will moothow playing Playstation 2's
"razy Taxi" affects perception
the elderly.
U Researchers at the
iiversity of South Carolina
11 investigate the potential for
ing video games such as Wii
d EyeToy to help people
rover their motor skills after
paiencing a stroke.
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int to do is find ways to reinroe healthy behaviors instead
unhealthy ones.
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U.S. ships abort Myanmar mercy mission
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) — U.S.
Navy ships are leaving Myanmar atter
failing to get the junta's permission to
unload aid to "ease the suffering of hundreds of thousands" of cyclone survivors,
the top U.S. military commander in the
Pacific said Tuesday.
Word of the shorted merry riaisaion
comes even as the United Nations warned
that a month after the cyclone swept
through Myanmar, more than 1 million
people still don't have adequate food.
water or shelter and junta policies are
hindering relief efforts
Adm Timothy Keating ordered the
yessels to leave the Myanmar area
Thursday, after the U.S. made at least 15
attempts to convince Myanmar's leaders
to allow ships, helicopters and landing
craft to offload their aid.
Myanmar's Stitt media has said that it
feared a U.S. invasion aimed at seizing
the country's oil deposits. But the junta
has also forbidden use of military helicopters from friendly neighboring
nations, which we vital in rithing supplies to isolated survivors.
Keating, in a news release from
Honolulu, said the USS Essex and
accompanying ships would return if
Myanmar's leaders change their minds.
'1 am both saddened and frustrated to
know that we have been in a position to
help ease the suffering of hundreds of
thousands of people and help mitigate
further loss of life, but have been unable
to do SO because of the unrelenting posttion of the Burma military junta,"
Keating said. Myanmar is also known as
Burma.
U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates
said Saturday that Myanmar's olive-fiction of international efforts to help
cyclone victims cost "tens of thousands
of lives."
Humanitarian groups say they continue to face hurdles from Myanmar's military government in sending disaster
experts and vital equipment into the
country. As a result, only a trickle of aid
is reaching the storm's estimated 2.4 million survivors, leaving many without
even basic relief.
, Aid groups are imable to provide 1.1
on survivors with sufficient food and
titian water, while trying to prevent a second wave of deaths from malnutrition
and disease, the U.N. said in its latest
assessment report that circulated
Tuesday.
Of the 1.3 million people who are getting help, most have been -reached with
inconsistent levels of assistance," the
U.N. said.
"There remains a serious lack of sufficient and sintained humanitarian assis-

Ar

In this May 23, 2006 file photo released by U.S.Navy, the USS Essex . center, and the Essex Amphibious Ready Group
steam in formation, in the Andaman Sea. The U.S. military ordered the navy ships loaded with relief aid off Myarmar's
coast to leave the area Thursday after the country's xenophobic junta refused to give them permission to help survivors
of last month's devastating cyclone.
Lance for the affected populations," the 56,000 missing, according to the governOnly one helicopter has arrived in
ment's count.
report said.
Myanmar so far, heading to the
It also said the world body lacked "a
But the relief has yet to match the irrawaddy delta on Marelay. The ether
clear understanding of the support being scale of the disaster.
nine are in Thailand kaki "ready to fly,"
provided by the Government of
A big obstacle in providing relief has Risley said.
Myanmar to its people."
been reaching the delta. The U.N.'s
Thus far. most relief supplies have
In one effort to reach survivors, the World Food Program has chartered heli- been transported along dirt roads and by
U.S.-based Mercy Corps sent the first of copters to deliver aid to the hard-hit area, boat. Vessels able to navigate the debrisa fleet of barges into the delta where said Paul Risley, a spokesman for the filled canals are scarce and efforts to
many areas are only accessible by water. agency in Bangkok. after the government import trucks and other vehicles have
The barge, hound for the hard-hit town refused to allow military helicopters in.
been hampered by governmental red
of le/putts, carried emergency supplies
Ordinarily, in large scale disasters
tape.
and items to jump-start a "cash-for-work" such as the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami
"For aid agencies it is very important
recovery program, which was used after and Pakistan's 2005 earthquake -- mili- that those affected receive a full coreakthe tsunami in Indonesia, a release from tary helicopters are used to meet the mas- ment of appropriate aid," said James
the group said.
sive immediate emergency requirements, East, a spokesman for World Vision, a
pnvate aid agency operating in Myanmar
It's shocking that cyclone victims still he said.
need basic relief after four weeks, said
But the WFP is facing a 64 percent even before the disaster "To say that a
Sarah Ireland, regional director of the shortfall of its $70 million appeal to fund certain percentage of people have
British aid organization Oxfam, which is the operation, and Risley warned that received aid means little because some
trying to get permission to work in expenses are skyrocketing, due in large survivors may have received a tarpaulin
Myanmar.
pan to the reliance cia the chartered chop- but no food and vice versa."
"If we were in a normal response by pers and other logistical hurdles. He indiStones have emerged of survivors
week four, those affected should be cated that with two months left in the going days without food or being forced
working toward recovery,- she said appeal, the agency would likely meet the to drink from dirty canals. The
Monday. "They would be in a position target.
Associated Press has interviewed St11perhaps to think about what they need to
Myanmar was only able to supply ytyors in recent days who still have not
restart their lives. But we know people on seven helicopters to the WFP, and the received any government or international
the ground don't have food to eat."
organization chartered 10 privately assistance and turned to the country's
Tidal surges as high as 12 feet reached owned choppers and ship them to revered monks for help.
Human rights groups have also
some 2.5 miles inland as the cyclone Bangkok. The Canadian and Australian
churned through the country for two days governments ferried some of the helicop- accused Myanmar's military of kicking
beginning May 2. The storm laid entire t ..s, but the WFP spent "roughly $1 mil- homeless cyclone survivors out of camps,
villages in the Irrawaddy delta to waste lion" to bring three from Uganda. Risley schools and monasteries and sending
them back to their devastated villages.
and left 78,000 people dead and another said.

Pipacy: Somalia
facing worst
crisis in decade
amid drougfd,
rising food costs
NAIROBI, Kenya(AP)
is facing its worst,
humanitarian crisis in a
decade, and the situation is
deteriorating, an international
aid aselicy said Wednesday.
Worsening armed conflict.,
rising global pnces of food`
and fuel, and severe drought',
in central Somalia are the
main factors conttibuting to:
the humanitarian crisis in the::
Horn of Africa nation, said:
Pascal Hundt, head of the :
International Red Cross* delegation for Somalia.
"When you put all these
factors together this is.
explaining why we are in :
front of an acute humanitarian
crisis in Somalia,- Hundt told
journalists in the capital of
neighboring Kenya, where the
ICRC bases the operation ;
because of insecurity inn.
Somalia."We have no reason::
to be optimistic in the shoat'
SOM."

Hundt said Somalia is;
experiencing
its "worsttragedy of the past decade."
The 1CRC will triple kiln
budget this year due to the:
worsening humanitarian situ- ation in Somalia. Hundt said,
declining to give the figure
because of concern for staff
safety. He said that in the past
when the aid sgeacy has made',
public the futandial details of
its Somalia operation, its staff
there have jbeen threatened
with robber*.
The most severely affected
areas are in central Somalia,
which has suffered from poor
rainfall and harvests for more
than two years, the statement
said. It said food shortages in
central Somalia are severe
and livestock, a major source
of sustenarrce, are weakening
as pasture land dnes up.

re owned Specia
2007 Saturn Aura XR
47,000 Miles, Tic, PW,
PL., CD,
Stk. OfF•6812C

16,000 Miles, Hosted
Loather, thoonroof.
SUL 0P6854

2002 Chewelet SlIverado IS

111."

1 411, NIP
.. 14'
"
- 1111_ "

Pontiac
Grand Prix

2008

93,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL, CD, Ext. Cab,
Stk. 8:G1'799971A

ti

s9,864*
2005 Honda Accord EX

2007 Mazda6

45,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, V-6, Moohroot,
Chrome Wheels.
Stk. *P6790

18,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL, CD.
Stk. #P6772

2008 Toyota Corolla IJE 2007 Chrysler PT Cruiser
38,000 Lilies, TIC, PW,
PL, CD.
Stk. *TC9030A

10,000 Mlles, TIC, PW,
PL, CD.
Stk. WP6850

Limited Edition, 27,000
Mlles, TIC, PW,PL, CD,
Moonroof.
Stk. *P6782

$11,959*
2004 Jeep Wrangler Sahara 2000 Chrysler Sebring JXI 2007 Buick Lacrosse CX5
48,000 Miles, Hardtop,
Automatic, A/C.
Stk. *GT8328A

96,000 Miles,
Convertible.
Stk. XT6053A

30,000 Miles. Leather,
Alloy Wheels
Stk. iltP6825

95,993*
Al prices plus Ia. elle exl license additions& $64.50 arcs.. included. Some photos for Illuebillion Nepotist.
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